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A LINE OF LIGHT
for MIRROR SCREW SETS

Mervin offer a strip light of high brilliance
for mirror screw receivers. This lamp has
a mercury and rare gas filling and is

modulated by a valve of the DO 24 type.

This proved lamp is offered at the remark-
ably low price of 35, -

PRICE ADJUSTMENT of parts for the MIRROR
SCREW RECEIVER.
Special plates mirror edge now ... I - each.
Two ball races in mounts and spindle now 8 -
Extra by post ... ... ... ... 3d.
Full details of the other parts see January
" Television."

MIRACO KITS
These kits are now only obtainable through this Company and dealers. Two new revised models
are available, one a mirror drum -crater lamp model kit is priced £21 ; and an improved mirror

drum Kerr cell model kit is priced £27 : 10 : 0.

Mervyn components are reliable, high grade, low priced, and obtainable from good dealers.
If you have not yet had our illustrated brochure write for a free copy.

THE MERVYN SOUND & VISION CO. LTD.
4, HOLBORN PLACE, LONDON, W.C.1

Holborn 6332Telephone :

GASFILLED RELAY TYPE G.T.1.
Suitable for Television Receivers

MADE IN ENGLAND BY THE G.E.C.

With two OSRAM G.T.I. Gasfilled relays in an inverter
circuit the ideal power drive is obtained for synchronising
gear in Television Receivers. Two OSRAM G.T. i Relays
in a sweep circuit are particularly recommended to
provide a time base for cathode ray television. The
high value of peak anode current ensures elimination of
" sputtering " with a minimum of cathode wattage, and
guarantees sure and reliable picture reception.

Characteristics
Filament Volts : 4.0.
Filament Current : 1.3 amp.
Anode Volts : r,000 max. peak reverse.
Anode Current : 0.6 amp. max. instan-
taneous peak. 0.3 amp. average on pure
resistance load.
Cathode -Anode Voltage Drop : 15 volts
approx.
Grid Control Ratio : zo-25*
Cathode heating Time : i minute mini-
mum.
* Dependent upon temperature of Gas -
filled Relay.

Price 50/.
Advt. of The General Electric Co.. Ltd., Magnet House, Hingsway, London, IV .C.2

There is news in the " Television " advertisements
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FIDELITY
of reproduction is doubly important in
Television. To avoid distortion and insure
the greatest possible degree of faithfulness,
fit only components of the highest quality
and irreproachable performance-

FERRANTI COMPONENTS

AUDIO, OUTPUT AND PUSH-PULL

TRANSFORMERS

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

CONDENSERS

RESISTANCES

SMOOTHING CHOKES

RADIO METERS

RADIO VALVES

ERRANT!
COMPONENTS

FERRANTI LTD., Hollinwood, Lancashire.
London-Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2
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TELEVISION FOR ALL
NOTHING LEFT TO CHANCE

In this issue of "Tele-
vision " a fully illustrated
description is given of

the assembly and oper-
ation of a Baird Mirror
Drum Projector " Tele-
visor " Kit.

Read how easy it is to

obtain the best possible
30 -line images using apar-

atus supplied by the

pioneer Television
Company, and purchase

your Kit without delay.

Baird Grid -Cell Unit Prices.
s. d.

Grid Cell alone, each 2 0 0

Square ended polarising
prisms -

6 mm.
7 mm.

8 mm.

aperture,

aperture

aperture

each 17 6

1 2 6

I 7 6

Projection Lamp (12 volt
100-watt) each

Grid Cell unit complete
with prisms, lens,

mount and projector
lamp, each

12 0

5 0 0

Readers desiring to
carry out Television
reception with disc
apparatus should send
for lists . D.A." which
give details and prices
of both new and recon-
ditioned apparatus. The
latter are absolute
bargains which cannot
be repeated when the
limited stocks are ex-
hausted.

We shall be pleased to

give you expert advice.

Send for fully illustrated

Brochure " P.K." As

Television demands the

best, see that you get it

by using individually test-

ed Baird equipment

whether a single compon-

ent or a complete Kit of

Parts.

Projector Kit Prices.
s. d.

Motor and synchronising gear,
complete with stand and lamp
housing ... ... 6 0 0

or
Motor and synchronising gear

only ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Mirror Drum with flexible coup-

ling ... ... ... ... 5 10 0
Grid Cell unit complete with

projector lamp ... ... 5 0 0
Drilled Base plate with Swivel

Mirror and lens mount I 0 0
Lens ... 4 0
Lamp Transformer I 5 0
Variable Resistance 17 6
Fixed Resistance 7 6

BAIRD TELEVISION LIMITED
ADMINISTRATION OFFICES

58, Victoria Street
London, S.W.I.

' Phone : VICTORIA 7238. Telegrams : " TELEVISOR, SOWEST, LONDON."

SALES DEPT.
133, Long Acre,

London, W.C.2.
' Phone : TEMPLE BAR 5401.

Better service results from mentioning " Television " when writing to advertisers
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Details of a three -stage wireless vision

receiver and amplifier of high output and
economic construction.

* * *
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A survey of gas -discharge lamps used in
television.
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COMMENT OF THE MONTH
Entertainment Value

APHRASE has come into general use in discussions of television policy
which needs some definition. We refer to " entertainment value."

What exactly does it mean ? If it is intended to convey the idea of entertain-
ment all the time for all the people, then let us be frank and admit that television
has not reached that stage-probably never will-but neither will any other
form of entertainment. Television now is entertaining many thousands of
people, and its ranks of enthusiasts are increasing rapidly every day. In its
present state, therefore, it has entertainment value for a considerable and
growing section of the community, despite the fact that results, compared
with other standards such as the present-day cinema, may be somewhat im-
perfect. It is difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of the number of people
who are taking an active interest in television, but we can state positively
that during the past few months the number has increased by several thousands.
" Entertainment value," then, need not necessarily mean perfect reproduc-
tion ; it did not in the early days of broadcasting. A valuable suggestion
was made by a correspondent in this journal last month. This was that vision
in some of the broadcast items should he secondary to sound ; a speaker, for
example, should be televised. Such a procedure, if generally carried out,
would enhance the value of broadcast items of this class, and at the same time
be of material assistance in the further development of television. We
commend the suggestion to the B.B.C.

Towards Simplification
WE appreciate that two of the needs in the popularisation of television

are simplification of apparatus and reduction of cost. With these
ideas in view, last month we presented our readers with the design of a mirror -
screw receiver, the first ever to be described for amateur construction, and
this month we describe a standard wireless receiver suitable for use in conjunc-
tion with a mirror -drum visor, or a type which makes considerable power
demands. The mirror -screw receiver marked a great advance in amateur
construction, for it is much superior to the disc type of apparatus and is
practically as easy to build and maintain. Similarly, the wireless vision
receiver and amplifier, of which particulars are given on other pages of this
issue, represents an advance in simplification ; the object in the design being
to provide a high output from a relatively simple type of set and at the same
time to maintain the high standard of reproduction that is necessary for clear
picture reception. The receiver described is a simple three -stage arrangement
introducing the rather unusual double bandpass tuning described by the
designer last month.
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Facts

MANY people know what is
meant by the term " gas -dis-
charge lamp," the best known

types of which are the negative glow
" Osglim," flat plate and crater -point
lamps used for television receivers, as
well as the positive -column type so
much used for lighting and advertising
purposes.

Few people, however, are aware of
the production technique and the
difficulties that are experienced in the
manufacture of suitable types for tele-
vision purposes.

The metal from which the electrodes
are made, the type of glass, washing
out, filling, mixing of gases to obtain

Experimental fiat -plate type
with a pale yellow glow

Gas -Discharge
Lamps

By W. J. Nobbs
About the Construction and Use of Neon

Mercury -vapour Lamps

the required colour, are matters that
have to be carefully considered, as also
are the type of filling (gas or vapour)
and pressure to give a good modulation
response and brilliance.

Different metals for the electrodes
require a different voltage for the

The photographs in the beading show (left) A
new crater porn' lamp of high brilliancy
(centre) Positive column mercury vapour and
gas lamp (with three electrodes) giving line of
light for mirror screws (right) A crater -point

lamp with long cathode

*nitial striking of the lamp and with this
question must be considered the free-
dom from cathode spluttering. Stain-
less steel is very suitable, being resistive

and

voltage than some other metals for
striking and running but this is offset
by the increase in cathode life.

The electrodes are mounted in the
glass envelope of a suitable glass.
Practically any standard glass can be
used for the envelope, but the writer
avoids the use of lead glass in order
to avoid the possibility of darkening
the bulb or- releasing gas from the lead
content when heating and sealing off.

After the lamp is mounted on the
pump and placed under vacuum, the
electrodes and glass envelope are heated
to remove impurities. The glass, of
course, retains at the surface gaseous
impurities which if not removed by

CATHODE INSULATOR

SHIELD AND APERTURE ANODE CATHODE

I 1r

(-ANODE INSULATOR APERTURE ANODE
(Left top) A form of construction reducing tendency to " splutter"

(Left bottom) A type similar to No. 6 without splutter improvement
(Right) Diagrammatic form of a type popular in U.S.A.

to the spluttering and oxidising. It
does, however, require a little more

A crater lamp made for
120 line experiments
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heating under vacuum would spoil the
colour of the glowing gas.

Washing
When the process is completed the

lamp is given a filling of gas, usually
a cheap neon -helium mixture and a

The interior of a neon tube filling laboratory.
The pressure gauge can be seen on the left of
the operator : on the bench is the lamp bank

sealed to the pump

N

ANODE

CATHODE ANODE

Internal construction of a hot -cathode lamp

potential is applied to the electrodes,
causing a discharge. This is the
" washing out " process and it serves
further to free:the electrodes from any
residual gases. After this filling has
been removed, by the pump, the lamp
is ready to be filled with a gas giving
the required result.

Colour

Neon gas gives a rich
red orange glow and it has
been found to give the
best modulation response.
A slight addition of
helium produces an
orange pink, while helium
alone provides a colour
similar to ivory. Neon
and argon give a bluish
pink light which is very
pleasing.

A neon -helium mixture
with traces of kripton,
argon and xenon gives an
almost pure white light,
but unfortunately this
mixture is not stable, the
rarer gases quickly being
absorbed.

The hot cathode lamps
give greater brilliancy and
will handle larger power,
but are more difficult to
modulate. This type of
lamp also has a much

smaller voltage drop than the cold type
and for this reason can be operated at a
lower voltage.

The actual construction of the elec-
trodes and spacing is not critical
within fairly wide limits. However,
for television purposes the capacity
between the electrodes is kept as low
as possible.

An interesting lamp of the crater
type is illustrated diagrammatically and
several interesting features will be
noted.

In the course of experimental work
many extraordinary effects have been
noticed. In one form of advertising
lamp of the negative -glow type it was
found that two independent colours
could be obtained in the same envelope
in a predetermined position.

Positive
Column Lamps

Of the positive column type it has
been found that the mercury lamp is
the most suitable for television pur-
poses. The striking voltage is some-

what on the high side, but this feature
should not present great difficulty to
the enthusiast.

ANODE AND APERTURE

INSULATOR
Internal construction of high brilliancy crater -

point lamp

PROTECTIVE COVER

Diagrammatic form of a tube filled with mercury and
gas ; the purpose is to increase brilliance for disc

instruments

Electrode arrangement of positive -column mercury -
vapour lamp

One of the photographs shows a
mercury and gas -filled line -of -light
lamp which is undergoing test at the

(Continued at foot of next page)
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An Experimenter s otes
THE fitting of adjustable syn-

chronising coils to a motor not
specially designed for television

is usually a difficult matter for the
amateur with only a few tools at
his disposal. The following method,
however, is quite simple and only
requires a drill and a screwdriver for
the constructional work, whilst a
condenser drum drive has been used
to provide the necessary adjusting
mechanism.

Mount the motor, as shown in Fig. 1,
on a sheet of brass, in. thick, one end

Synchronising Wheel

Spring

Motor

Synchronising
Coils

%e Brass Plate

Toothed Wheel
of Drum Drive

Brass '
Bush

Showing how an old -type condenser drive can
for coil adjustment.

Double
Drum
Drive

Wood
Base

be used

of which has been bent up at right
angles, and then mount the whole on a
thick piece of wood. This is essential
as the brass is apt to bend when the
synchronising coils are adjusted unless
this is done.

Fitting Syncitronising Coils
The yoke should be of mild steel,

about -13, in. thick. It is fixed to a
1 in. brass spindle by means of brass
collar and grub screw which is sweated
on to the yoke. The spindle passes
through a brass bush, which is mounted
on the vertical brass " panel." The
holes in the brass bush, through which
the fixing bolts pass, and the hole in
the vertical brass panel through which
the spindle passes, should be in the
form of slots, so that the bush may be
adjusted to the correct position.

The synchronising coils tend to move
a little owing to the magnetic pull on
the toothed wheel when the motor is
running. To prevent this, some kind
of gearing should be used between the
adjusting knob and the spindle sup-
porting the yoke and coils. The
adjusting knob should preferably be
brought out near the viewing screen
to obviate the necessity of leaning over
the apparatus to make any adjustment.

In the case of a disc receiver an
ordinary geared condenser dial can be
fitted, whilst with a mirror -drum
projector a drum drive can be used.
The type which will take condensers on
both sides is admirably suited to this
purpose. The bracket on one side of
the drum, A, Fig. 2, which will
normally support a condenser, is
clamped under the brass bush on the
vertical brass " panel," and the feet
are screwed to the wooden baseboard.
An extension rod is then fitted to the
operating spindle of the drum drive and
brought out to the front of the appara-
tus in any convenient position.

The synchronising coils need only
be adjustable through a small arc,
some 15 degrees is sufficient, and stops
should be fitted to the drum to limit
the movement.

The poles of the coils should be
adjusted, with the aid of thin iron

irass Bush and Set Scre

Sync,hrOnising Coil

Motor

Synchronising Coil

Brass Bush Sweated to Ye"
Brass Plate and Bolted to

Vertical Panel

Via Mild Steel
Yoke

Extension Rod
to Control Panel

Set
Screw

Double
Drum
Drive

A plan view of the improvised coil support.

washers, to within .006 inch of the
teeth of the synchronising wheel.

Quite good results will be obtained
with this apparatus, especially if a
separate valve fed from a transformer
tuned to 375 cycles is used to operate it.

" Gas -

discharge

Lamps "

(Continued from
preceding page)

Special flat plate
lamp with neon and
helium filling for

high brilliancy.

present time and is being developed for
use with the mirror screw type of
scanning arrangement. It is hoped
with the special three -electrode scheme
to reduce the striking voltage to
reasonable proportions.

The brightness of this lamp is much
greater than the ordinary neon type and
it can be modulated by a valve of the
D024 type.

The use of " getters " as in the prac-
tice of wireless valve manufacture
applies also to gas -discharge lamps, but
their control is difficult and they are not
usually employed.

" Television " is the only
journal exclusively devoted

to the subject.

A new lamp that should help to give
a brighter image on disc receivers is of
the mercury positive -column type
having the normal straight tube bent
into a grid formation. Such a tube is
illustrated diagrammatically and further
details will follow after tests have been
completed. Tubes of the same type
but filled with different gases are also
undergoing test at the present time.

Finally, always remember that with
all gas -discharge lamps some form of
resistance in series is necessary to limit
the flow of current, otherwise the lamp
will be destroyed. In practice a choke
coil or the primary of a transformer are
normally sufficient. When the lamp
is used directly in the series with the
plate of a valve the resistance of the
filament -plate circuit will limit the
current flow.

5o
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REVIEWS OF PROGRAMMES AND RECEPTION REPORTS

IT is interesting to watch newcomers
before the projector. The flicker-
ing light is always an embarrassment

at first and I have noticed at auditions
that recruits tend to behave in the same
way. Most people instinctively close
their eyes as a protection from the glare.
This gives the picture a pathetic blind
effect and has to be corrected at once.
Then women often incline their heads
forwards, which throws the chin into
shadow, while men, on the contrary,
throw their heads back, so placing a
false emphasis on the jaw. But artists
quickly get used to the light and these
initial faults are rarely seen in the
programmes. The producer has the
knack of making a new artist act
naturally, though one mannerism is
hard to cure because excitement is
often the cause.

Performers are encouraged to ex-
aggerate their gestures and at the end
of their turn, when taking a curtain,
are liable to make a sweeping move-
ment with their arms which takes their
hands right outside a close-up or

Leslie Rome and Fred Douglas as the '
Ugly Sisters.

semi -extended picture. Women are
particularly prone to fall into this trap.

Alanova reached the studio after a
night crossing from Paris and was still
affected by the motion of the boat
when she faced the scanner. At the
end of a brilliant rehearsal she explained
that the flicker had positively helped
her to regain her composure, her sole
disappointment being that she could
not see herself performing. Like other
dancers, she was not keen on draping
black chiffon over her white ballet frock.
Had it been possible, a glimpse of her
own dress in the visor would have
satisfied the dancer at once.

* * *

Sir Oswald and Lady Stoll visited the
studio on the night when Rupert
Harvey, Robert Algar and Dorina were
in the bill. After watching the pro-
gramme in the visor in the Listening
Hall, Sir Oswald inspected the studio,
and Lady Stoll, who remained at the
receiver, was much intrigued when
her husband took his place before the
scanner and blew kisses to her from
the studio below. It was at the
Coliseum that television was first
demonstrated in a London theatre and
Sir Oswald was impressed with the
progress that has since been made.

When Rupert Harvey carried his
easel into the picture, I was puzzled by
a wobbly head in black and white,
which I first mistook for one of his
cartoons, and it was not until he
socked the figure on the jaw, when the
face disappeared with a sharp report,
that I realised we had been watching a
painted balloon. A scenic panorama
was another novelty of the same pro-
gramme. For this experiment, Rupert
Harvey had brought with him what
looked like a roll of wall -paper about
four feet deep. Unrolled, it was found
to be a continuous picture fifteen feet
long to illustrate his number, " An
Eriskay Love Lilt." Placing the roll
in the hands of an attendant, stationed

Laurie Devine -and Tom Rees in a speciality dance
in the Cinderella pantomime.

at one side of the studio, the artist
stretched the first section of the roll in
focus across the back -screen. Then,
as he sang, from the other side of the
studio, unseen by lookers, he slowly
pulled the roll of paper towards him,
until at the end of the tune the last few
feet of his scene were in focus. Good
ideas, Rupert. Have you got any
more ?

* * *

There are possibilities in this roller
picture notion which the producer will
exploit. Black and white drawings
transmitted from the caption machine
are already a familiar feature of the
programmes, and there seems to be no
reason why the miniature transmitter
should not be adapted to take a roller
picture. A couple of film winders from
a pocket camera fitted on either side of
the small screen should do the trick.
Drawings of this size would economise
effort and should be more effective in
transmission than the larger pictures,
because the rustling of paper would be
eliminated.

* * *

A dancer arrived one evening to

5 I
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find that she had mislaid a garment
which she had worn at rehearsal in the
morning ; but an awkward situation
was retrieved by the discovery that
another artist had packed in his bag
some dark blue bathing trunks which
he had worn at the swimming baths in
the morning.

* * *

A friend just home from America
tells me that they have something good
up their sleeves and he is convinced
that it is only a matter of time before
the television world is startled by an
important disclosure from the States.
He makes this deduction from the fact
that the big men are saying nothing,
and he moves among the people who
could say a lot if they would. The
process of his reasoning is odd. As a
frequent visitor, he knows the
Americans pretty well, and when they
have nothing to conceal they talk, he
says. Again, if they have some devel-
opment in view they say nothing.
Now, when mum's the word, they must
have something big to hide,the figures.
We shall see.

* * *

The discovery of fresh alent is often
romantic. Those capable tap and
acrobatic dancers, Syd and Max
Harrison, appeared again during the
month, and the story of how they
came to the studio for the first time
shows how luck plays a part in building
careers. In search of a theatrical
costumiers which had changed its
address, Eustace Robb called at a shop
selling ballet shoes in an alley off
Charing Cross Road. While talking
with the proprietor, a photograph of
two dancers caught his eye. It was
signed by Syd and Max and addressed
to " the makers of the best dancing
shoe." The producer recognised in
the photograph the possibilities of the
act for television and, getting the
dancers' address from the shoe shop,
called them up for audition. The
result we know.

* * *

B.B.C. engineers were able to con-
vert a wine warehouse beside the
Thames into one of the best orchestral
studios in Europe, and I do not put it
beyond their powers to adapt a London
drawing -room for use as a television
studio. The B.B.C. has the use of
numbers 14 and 16, Portland Place,
large Regency houses, two doors away
from Broadcasting House. For some
days workmen have been coming and
going from number 16, where their
activity seems to be concentrated on
the first floor above the ground. It
is here that houses of this type have

their largest reception room, which
usually extends from front to back,
covering several rooms on ground
level.

Tom Webster has promised Eustace
Robb, the producer, that he will come
along and talk and draw one evening
soon. The producer is looking for a
programme with a suitable sporting

Miss Montu Ryan-You should be able to recognise
this artist on your screen.

interest before finally fixing with the
great little cartoonist. The producer
also has in mind a novel " cycling "
race, which he discovered at an
exhibition at Olympia. In this com-
petition, two riders take the saddle
and pedal, but there are no road wheels
and while the racers remain stationary,
two dials driven from the pedals
register their speed in miles per hour.
This would make a tricky picture.

* * *

The Programmes in
the North of England
FROM time to time, letters have

appeared in the columns of this
journal, giving information on

the reception conditions in the remote
parts of the North of England, and
even Scotland. These efforts have
always intrigued the writer. They
have a touch of dogged determination
about them.

The writer, being anxious personally
to test what difficulties these deserving
amateurs worked under, included a
television equipment in the luggage
on a trek north recently.

The equipment consisted of a tele-
vision receiver together with a mirror

drum Kerr cell optical systems The
circuit of the receiver included two
H.F. screen -grid pentode stages, a
diode rectifier with A.V.C. Westector
circuit. The L.F. amplifier and syn-
chronising section was the one des-
cribed in the December issue of this
journal. The scanner consisted of a
Mervyn mirror drum, Mervyn standard
motor fitted with synchronising equip-
ment. The light source was a roo watt
lamp, the screen size being approxi-
mately I o in. by 4 in.

300 Miles
Range

The gear was first set up at a place
called Blackhill in north-west Durham
on December zznd, 1933. It was at
first very difficult to find the National
z6x-metre station, which was surround-
ed by several stations of very much
greater field strength in that locality.
Heterodyne interference was very
marked, and it was feared that results
would be poor. The mains supply
was 4o cycles and a stroboscope had to
be made to suit this frequency.

The motor was warmed up and the
speed of approximately 75o revs. per
minute obtained. Shortly after
p.m., a distorted voice from a three
valve receiver, announced that tele-
vision broadcast was about to begin.
The Midland Regional then completely
faded out and the lamp was switched
on in the television receiver. The
usual curtain scene appeared with
startling suddenness, the clearness of
definition being totally unexpected.
Apart from a little interference the
result was ts good for a short time as
has been received in the London area
on this apparatus.

When the first artist appeared, the
picture was slightly distorted and faint,
due to the fading of the National
signal. After a minute or so the pic-
ture became clear and well defined,
this lasted for three minutes, after which
fading again became pronounced. The
longest period during which the
picture was of any value was 6- minutes
whilst the period of complete fade-out
never exceeded 3o seconds. This
occurred three times only. When the
vision signal faded the sound signal
came up strong and vice versa.

It was interesting to note that when
the signal was of good strength, the
definition and detail of the picture was
every bit as good as the average
reception in the London area. It was
marred only by heterodyne interference.
The floor in the long shot scenes was

(Continued on page 84)
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The Standard Television Receiver
Designed and described by S. Rutherford Wilkins

NEARLY

FOUR

WATTS

OUTPUT

WHEN designing
this set my fore-
most considerations

were to provide a reasonably
simple set, not too expensive
to build, which would give ex-
cellent results when used for modu-
lating either a mirror drum or
other type of visor.

The Standard " has been designed
to provide a relatively low cost instru-
ment that will give excellent results and
a large power output, so that it is suit-
able for use in conjunction with a
mirror drum visor.

The first requirement of such a re-
ceiver is that it should have a fre-
quency range adequate to produce the
maximum degree of definition possible
within the limitation of the trans-
mission. The maximum modulation
frequency transmitted by the B.B.C. is
in the neighbourhood of ro,000 cycles,
and therefore, in order to obtain the
required picture definition, there
should not be appreciable attenuation
in the receiver of frequencies below
this figure.

The
Output

The maximum undistorted output
will be sufficient to modulate the Kerr
cell of a mirror -drum apparatus, which
means that not less than three, and
preferably four, watts are necessary.

Provision in the set is made for
synchronisation, and the synchronising
signal is obtained from the same input
as the modulating signal.

Specially designed for television
purposes the set is remarkably

neat and compact.

In the case of mirror -drum receivers,
the Kerr cell requires a biasing voltage
of some 400 volts, and since it would
be quite an expensive proposition to
build a separate eliminator for the sole

13 2

SPECIAL

DOUBLE

BAND-PASS

TUNING

13 0

purpose of providing this bias voltage
it is preferable that such a voltage be
obtained from the high-tension supply
to the set.

A consideration that is not often
given much weight in the design of a
television receiver is that of the selec-
tivity of the tuning system. Selective
circuits usually give rise to high -
frequency attenuation, and in order to
avoid this the tuning circuits of a tele-
vision receiver are usually made fairly
flat. It is also very important, how-
ever, to avoid interference from nearby
transmitters, as such interference will

to
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Circuit diagram of the receiver. The numbers in brackets denote the types of T.C.C. condensers
used and these should be followed.
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THE STANDARD TELEVISION RECEIVER (Continued)
give_rise to various forms of picture
distortion.

So much for the fundamental con-
siderations of our receiver. It now
remains to consider the best practical
design that will conform to all the
above requirements.

Selectivity
Requirements

In order to satisfy the two rather
opposing requirements of selectivity
and ultra -high frequency response, I
have adopted a bandpass system similar

provided by the more usual arrange-
ment of an 8 or 9 -kilocycle aerial band-
pass filter followed by a single tuned -
grid coil. At the same time it ensures
that there will be no appreciable attenu-
ation of frequencies of the order of
o,000 cycles.
For the sake of simplicity one

screen -grid stage only has been pro-
vided, but as the only station on which
the set is likely to be used is the London
National transmitter, a single stage
should provide enough amplification
to fill up the output stage.

For listeners who are situated at

This plan view shows a 1 the necessary details of baseboard layout.

to that described in my article in the
January issue of TELEVISION. To this
end, Messrs. Colvern, Ltd., have pro-
vided me with a set of four coils
arranged as an aerial and anode band-
pass system, with a peak separation of
roughly twelve kilocycles at 2 5 o

metres. This separation is wider than
that usually provided on commercial
bandpass filters, but it ensures a good
response of the higher frequencies up
to 12 kilocycles.

Good selectivity is assured by the
use of two filters in cascade, and in
order to approach the conditions of the
ideal bandpass filter, and to steepen the
sides of the overall tuning curve, the
new iron -cored coils have been utilised.

This arrangement in practice gives a
degree of selectivity better than that

very great distances from the London
National station I shall describe later a
modified version of this set, making
use of two screen -grid amplifying
stages.

Minimum
Distortion

In order to ensure the minimum of
distortion, diode detection has been
used, as this gives straight-line rectifi-
cation, even with very high input
voltages. In this connection use has
been made of the double -diode -triode
valve. This is, as its name suggests, a
combination of a double -diode and a
low -frequency triode in the same bulb
and working from the same cathode.
The diode portion of the valve is used

for rectification and the triode is suit-
ably biased to amplify the rectified
signal. As will be seen from the
circuit diagram, resistance coupling is
used between the diode and triode
circuits.

In order to preserve an adequate
high -note response, it was found
necessary to use resistance -capacity
coupling between the double -diode -
triode and the succeeding amplifying
stage, which is in this case the output
stage of the set. Transformer coupling
was first tried in order to provide a
greater low -frequency magnification.
Even with one of the best low -fre-
quency transformers on the market,
however, considerable attenuation was
observed of frequencies above 6,000 or
7,000 cycles. This was found to be
due to the shunting effect of the com-
paratively large inter -electrode capacity
of the output valve. Consequently
resistance coupling was used with a
low value of 200,000 ohms, for the grid
leak preceding the output stage.

There are many commercial pen -
,odes on the market working on 500 -
volts high-tension which will give an
output of 4 watts, but these require an
input of some zo or 3o volts in order
fully to load them. 20 or 3o volts,
however, was rather too much output
to expect from the double -diode -triode,
and I therefore had to look round for
an even more sensitive arrangement.
The arrangement that was finally de-
cided upon was the one shown in the
circuit diagram. It consists of two
extremely high efficiency pentodes in
parallel. The pentodes used are the
new Mazda A.C.z Pens, and such valves
are capable of supplying nearly 2 -watts
output with an input of less than
5 volts. Therefore two such valves in
parallel will give an output of nearly
4 watts for a similar input. Moreover,
as a maximum high-tension voltage of
250 volts is necessary, and the total con-
sumption of the two valves in parallel
is only about 6o milliamperes, it was
found possible to use a resistance load
in the anode circuit of the output stage.
The optimum load for a single A.C.z
Pen is about 7,000 ohms. Therefore
the optimum load for the combination
of the two valves in parallel will be
roughly half this figure.

In order to be on the safe side and to
ensure that the maximum possible
output was obtained, an anode resist-
ance of 4,000 ohms was used. A
simple calculation will show that with
a Soo -volt maximum high-tension
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THE STANDARD TELEVISION RECEIVER (Continued)
voltage and a total anode current of
about 6o milliamperes, the drop in this
anode resistance will be about 240
volts. With allowances made for a few
volts drop in the smoothing choke,
etc., this will assure an anode voltage
of about 240 volts for the A.C.z Pen,
which is very near the maximum figure
recommended by the makers.

The voltage to the screens of the two
output pentodes is dropped through
a zo,000-ohm 2 -watts resistance,
which is by-passed by 2-microfarad
condenser to earth.

As the other valves, with the excep-
tion of the synchronising valve, require
a maximum anode potential of 250
volts, it is possible to make use of de -
coupling resistances of quite a high
value. This is all to the good, as it
ensures stability.

The use of a resistance as an output
load makes it unnecessary to include a
pentode high -frequency filter. This is
because the impedance of the resistance
is constant at all frequencies, and there-
fore the magnification of the pentode
does not rise steeply at the higher fre-
quencies, as it would when an iron -
cored inductance was used. To pre-
vent self -oscillation two small roo-ohm
resistances are included directly in the
anode circuit of the pentode output
valve.

Another way of overcoming this

A view under the baseboard of the H.F. end
of the set.

difficulty would have been to insert
fairly high resistances of a value of, say,
100,000 ohms in the grids of the
pentode valve. Unfortunately, how-
ever, this precaution would result in

small amount of high frequency was
allowed to stray into the high -efficiency
pentode circuit, low -frequency oscilla-
tion would, in all probability, result.

It will be noticed that the double -

COMPONENTS FOR THE STANDARD VISION RECEIVER.
CHASSIS.
x-Peto-Scott Metaplex 16 in. by x2 in. by 31, in.
CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY.
2-Wearite screened, type HFP.
I-Lissen astatic, type LN 987
CHOKES, LOW -FREQUENCY
I-Sound Sales, type I250 SRC
COILS
1-Set Colvern types GxS, G2, G1xs, GI2 with

on -off and pick-up switches, mounted on one
base

CONDENSERS, FIXED
2-T.C.C..000r-inicrofarad, type 34
x-T.C.C. .00r-microfarad, type 34
3-T.C.C..i-microfarad, type 65
2-T.C.C..x-microfarad, type 87
I-T.C.C. r-microfarad, type 65
I-T.C.C. r-microfarad, type 87
3-T.C.C. 2-microfarad, type 87
x-T.C.C. z-microfarad electrolytic, type 561
x-T.C.C. 4-microfarad, type 95
x-T.C.C. 4-microfarad, type 1o5
x-T.C.C. 25-microfarad electrolytic, type 5xx
I-T.C.C..2-microfarad centre tapped type 125A
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
x-Polar four -gang .0005-microfarad, type Star

Minor, with slow motion drive, type hori-
zontal

HOLDERS, FUSE
x-Belling Lee, twin complete with I -ampere

fuses
HOLDERS, VALVE
I-Clix four -pin, type chassis mounting
2-Clix five -pin, type chassis mounting
3-Clix seven -pin, type chassis mounting
RESISTANCES, FIXED
x-BAT 7o -ohm

3-BAT ioo-ohm
r-BAT 250 -ohm
r-BAT 600 -ohm
r-BAT 5,000 -ohm
2-BAT i5,000 -ohm
1-BAT 20,00o -ohm
a-BAT 40,00o -ohm (2 watt)
2-BAT 40,000 -ohm
x-BAT 50,000 -ohm
x-BAT roo,000-ohm
x-BAT zoo,000-ohm
2-BAT -megohm
1-Zenith 4,00o -ohm
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE
I-Claude Lyons 5,000 -ohm type M5
i-Claude Lyons too,000-ohm type ST too
SUNDRIES
1-British Radiogram 2 in. metal mounting

bracket
Connecting wire and sleeving (British Radio-

gram)
2 ft. screened sleeving (British Radiogram)
x-British Radiogram valve screen
4 yd. thin flex (British Radiogram)
TERMINALS
x-Clix chassis mounting strip, marked : Az,

A2, E
x-Clix chassis mounting strip, marked :

L.S.-, Pick-up
TRANSFORMER, LOW -FREQUENCY
x-Mervyn, type 375 cycle peak
TRANSFORMER, MAINS
I-Varley type EP 24
VALVES
x-Marconi VMS4
I-Marconi MI -1413
2-Mazda AC2/Pen
x-Marconi PX25
x-Marconi MU.I4

the loss of some of the higher fre-
quencies, which must be avoided at all
costs.

Synchronising

The valve used for synchronisation
purposes is a Marconi PX25 . The
input to this valve is obtained from the
anode circuit of the two modulator
valves, via a limiting resistance and a
375 -cycle peaked transformer. In
order to limit the anode current of the
synchronising valve to less than 3o
milliamperes (the maximum value re-
quired by the synchronising coils on
the visor) the valve is over -biased by
means of a 5,000 ohm resistance, which
is decoupled by means of a z -micro -
farad electrolytic condenser.

It is essential that the high -frequency
choke in the grid circuit of the double -
diode -triode is of the astatic type, as
otherwise a bad hum will be developed.
The by-pass system in the anode of this
valve is equally necessary, to remove
the last traces of high -frequency from
the low -frequency amplifier. If this
precaution were not observed and a

diode -triode is enclosed in an alu-
minium screening box. This precau-
tion is rather unusual nowadays, but
was found to be necessary in order to
prevent interaction between the double -
diode -triode and the output stage.

The Kerr cell is modulated from the
anode circuit of the A.C.z Pens via a
z-microfarad condenser, and the biasing
potential for the cell is provided by
means of a resistance network across
the full high-tension supply. This
potential can be varied by means of a
potentiometer knob which protrudes
from the back of the set. This should
be set to roughly 400 volts and then
varied slightly until the best picture is
obtained.

Construction
In order to simplifyconstruction and

to get a scientific layout of components
a chassis type of baseboard has been
employed. The chassis is not of alu-
minium, as this would present a great
deal of trouble to the amateur when he

(Continued on page 86)
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News from Abroad
By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS

France

Experimental Work
to be Inaugurated

The Service de la Radiodiffusion, of
the Ministere des Postes, Telegraphes
et Telephones, states that the French
administration is actively interested in
the subject of television and wishes to
establish a permanent television service
as soon as possible. Facilities are to be
given for experimental work. The
systems to be used have been tested by
the French Radio Industry, the Ad-
ministration, and the l'Ecole Superieure
des P.T.T., and the following systems
have been investigated, and are avail-
ble for experimenters : Barthelemy
system, systeme de France, Baird
system.

The possibilities of transmitting
television programmes on ultra -short
wavelengths are also the subject of
intensive investigation, as this will be
the ultimate wavelength for television
service.

America

The Balance
Sheet of Television

Included in the December number of
Electronics is " The Balance Sheet of
Television," which is interesting, as it
gives some idea as to the conditions of
television in the United States of
America. Under the heading " Dis-
couraging," the following points are
given.

I. Lack of detail in pictures.
z. High cost of television sets.
3. Expense of tube replacements.
4. Small range of single transmis-

sions.
5. Difficulty in " chaining " stations.
6. Tremendous studio expenses.
7. Problem as to who will pay for

transmissions.
Under the heading " Encouraging,"

are given :

I. New cathode-ray pick-up devices.
z. Improved cathode-ray television

tubes.
3. Increased intensity of illumination.
4. Large projected pictures.
5. Wide band transmitting by new

conductors (z,000,000 cycles).
6. Possibility of outdoor news scenes
7. Development in ultra -short wave

apparatus.
Although the points are, no doubt,

characteristic of the state of television
development in the United States of
America, it is interesting to note that
nearly all the points are equally applic-
able in Europe.

The comments continue : " Here is
much evidence of progress, yet also
this testimony falls short of proving
that commercial television may be
expected in 1934 or 193 5, but the men
who know are talking more optimistic-
ally than ever before. Where there
is such an increasing volume of smoke,
there must be fire. Television may
have a surprise for the conservatives
before another twelve months roll
around."

A special committee in the United
States of America has been organised
to confer with the Federal Radio
Commission. The special objective
will be to obtain increased facilities for
future broadcasts of television, etc.

Germany

Cathode-ray
Developments

Manfred von Ardenne made some
investigations into the possibilities of
heating cathode-ray tubes by means
of alternating current. He suggests
that, similarly to radio valves, cathode-
ray tubes will be heated by means of
alternating current in the near future.

The importance of this is thought
to be considerable, and with gas -filled
cathode-ray tubes, more than r,000
hours ofuseful life at a tension of i,000
volts have been obtained.

F. von Okolicsanyi reports a new

system of transmission of television.
Although in the usual cathode-ray
receiver the circuit must incorporate
two Kipp oscillator stages, in this
system the electrodes of the cathode-ray
tubes are connected to two ultra -short
wave receivers. This is said to auto-
matically give a synchronized framed
image.

Television
Programmes

By making a comparison with talking
films, Herr R. Thun discusses some
suggestions for television programmes.
Comparing television sound pictures he
comes to the conclusion that whereas
in the latter the spoken word is supple-
mentary to a picture which can be said
to be perfect, in broadcasting, television
will be supplementary to the spoken
word, assuming, of course, that the
present condition of sound broad-
casting can be said to be perfect.

Herr R. Thun suggests that talks,
news, etc., should be illustrated by
means of a television image. He con-
tinues with the announcement that
such illustrated programmes will assist
the development of television tremen-
dously, much more, in fact, than any
other methods.

Russia
Transmission
Times

The Leningrad transmitter is report-
ed to transmit on the 5th, 11th, 17th,
z3rd, and z9th of every month. The
Moscow transmitter broadcasts every
other night. Times are not definitely
stated, but generally transmitters are
on the air transmitting television
programmes in the evening.

In their programme for 5934, the
largest Leningrad radio works sche-
duled the production of television
receivers. Apparently the Russian
Government attaches considerable im-
portance to supplementing the spoken
word by television.

PLACE AN ORDER WITH YOUR NEWSAGENT FOR " TELEVISION " TO
BE DELIVERED EACH MONTH
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Television at die Physical Society Exhibition
THOUGH there was only one

complete television receiver at
the Exhibition of the Physical

Society, there was a considerable
amount of associated apparatus which
proved of great interest to television
enthusiasts.

A test film system was shown, de-
signed by D. H. Byron, at the stand of
the Wilson Laboratories, who co-oper-
ated in producing the demonstration ap-
paratus. The purpose of this is to imitate
a television transmission, or, at any rate,
to modulate a light in a way correspond-
ing to perfect transmission. A very
strong "signal" is produced from a quite
modest source of light, so its use may
well include the testing of various
scanning devices, the testing of ampli-
fying gear and modulated lights, photo-
cells, etc., by using such links in the
connecting chain from the test -film to
the receiver.

Another use is as a convenient cheap -
running generator of constant " tele-
vision " signals for any test purpose-
even for actuating a cathode-ray equip-
ment. A diagram is given of the
signal generator.

The films used are closed loops,
rotating at scanning speed, having
across, say, their whole width a
" ladder " of variable density (similar
to a " variable density " sound -track on
a talking film) in a number of sections

corresponding to the number of scan-
ning lines used.

For 3o -line films, the " lines " are
made in lengths equal to the height of
a normal cinematograph picture on the
film ; thus films to simulate the B.B.C.
television transmissions, having a
length of 3o ordinary cine pictures, fit
round a drum of
approximately 7i
in. in diameter.
The same dia-
meter of drum
may conveniently
be used for 45-
6o- and i zo-line
pictures (made on
ordinary 35 mm.
cine film).

A Novel
Receiver

The complete
receiver shown
was that describ-
ed by E. L. Gar -

lens did not originally form an integral
part of the assembly).

The field coil is supported from a
base, which contains a stepdown
coupling transformer to increase the
circuit in the coil. The glow dis-
charge tubes used contain a helium-
neon 'mixture, which, while not very

0

Cylindrical Lenses

Schematic arrangement of the Byron test film apparatus.

diner in the
January issue of this journal. The
receiver has been remounted on a steel
stand similar to that used for cinema
projectors. A suitable projecting lens
is now incorporated, fitted in a focus-
ing mount which is carried on a
bracket of the main framework (this

The Byron test film system for imitating television transmissions.

sensitive to high -frequency excitation,
possesses a good colour. They are
" diaphragmed " with dead black paint.

About i z watts of high -frequency
energy is required in the field coil to
excite the tubes ; and about ioo watts
modulated 8o per cent. will give a pro-
jected image of about 7 in. by 3 in.

The
Kymograph

A photographic type of cathode-ray
oscillograph was on view which is
being used by Mr. R. 0. L. Curry, M.A.
and Dr. E. G. Richardson, of Arm-
strong College, Newcastle -on -Tyne,
to observe and record speech -sounds
as a basis for the study of modern
northern English dialects.

The potential from a calibrated
moving -coil microphone recording the
speech -sounds is passed through an
R.C.C. amplifier to one pair of deflec-
tion plates of the C.R.O. The resul-
tant line on the blue fluorescent screen
can be photographed directly in a
split -aperture moving -film camera with
a lens of large aperture and short focal
length at a normal film -speed of 6 ft.
per second. The waveform of the
speech -sounds can also be tr. ade visible
by applying an alternating potential
derived from a linear time -base sweep
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speech, thus producing delayed speech,
or a type of artificial echo. It will thus
be possible for a person to speak a
short sentence into the microphone,
which will be repeated back almost
immediately from a loudspeaker to
which the apparatus is connected.

Demonstrations of various interest-
ing effects obtainable with the apparatus
were given.

TELEVISION AT THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY EXHIBITION

circuit across the other pair of deflec-
tion plates so that the speech waveform
is spread out across the screen. If the
frequency of the two displacements
mutually at right angles is synchron-
ised, the result is a stationary waveform
on the screen. So it is easy to observe
the waveform of the speech -sounds
before they are recorded permanently.

Delayed

Speech

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.
Ltd., showed an adaptation of the
Marconi-Stille recording apparatus ;
this was used for the production of
delayed speech. Magnetic recording
is applied to a thin flexible steel tape
which has been made into a continuous
band. This tape is driven at a con-
stant speed by a special driving mech-
anism.

In the normal equipment the three
electro-magnetic systems which per-
form the functions (i) of obliterating
any previous magnetic record on the
tape ; (z) of recording the speech on
the tape ; and (3) of reproducing the
speech from the tape, are so close to
each other that there is a time interval
of only one -tenth of a second between
the recording and reproduction process

FRS

11}101)1 R.,)
11

(thus allowing a very effective com-
parison to be made between the quality
of the recorded speech and that of the
original).

In the experimental apparatus ex-
hibited, however, by means of repro-
ducing systems placed at various dis-
tances along the tape, speech can be
reproduced at time intervals of up to
several seconds after the original

The recording
apparatus used
by The Marconi
Co. for reproduc-
ing speech from
steel tape. On
the vertical panel
are mounted the
recording mech-
anism, the repro-
ducing mechan-
ism and the
`wipe-out' for de-
magnetising the
tape. The tape
itself can be seen
passing over the
top pulley on its
way through the

recorder.

Two methods of recording speech waveforms. On the right is the Kymograph in which the
sounds are recorded by air pressure actuating a stylus moving over a smoked drum. On the

left is the cathode-ray tube equipment and microphone.

Another Light Crystal
It is reported that Franz von Okolic-

sany, the discoverer of the light modu-
lating properties of the zinc sulphide
crystal and the inventor of the mirror
screw, has found yet another crystal
which is more efficient than zinc sul-
phide and more easily obtainable in a
condition suitable for television pur-
poses. We hope to give further
details in our next issue.
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Ptvblems in
Cathodekty Television

By G. Parr

II-SCANNING CIRCUITS FOR CATHODE-RAY TUBES

THE production of the multi -line
screen at the end of the cathode-
ray tube is accomplished by

means of a pair of electrical circuits
which cause the beam to move in a
vertical and horizontal plane respec-
tively. The essential requirement of
the circuit is that the beam shall cover
equal distances on the screen in equal
intervals of time, returning rapidly to
its initial position at the end of the travel.
The potential applied to the deflector
plates to produce this movement must
therefore increase uniformly with time,
and fall rapidly to zero after a definite
value has been reached.

Most circuits for the production of
linear voltage variation depend fun-
damentally on the charge and discharge
of a condenser which may be used in an
oscillatory valve circuit or associated
with a discharge tube device.

Discharge
Tube Circuits

Taking discharge tube circuits first
as being simpler, the basic circuit is
that shown in Fig. I, which will be
familiar to radio experimenters. The
condenser is charged from the h.t.
supply through a variable resistance,
the rate of charge depending both on
the resistance and on the capacity,
according to the formula :

Time constant (secs.)
----- CxRx Vs-Ve, Vs x Ve

..._.,-
2

C=Capacity in mfds.
R=Resistance in megohms.
Vs and Ve= Striking and extinguish-

ing voltages of the lamp.
E=-.h.t. voltage.
Across the condenser is a neon glow

lamp, the ionising voltage of which is
about 15o. One pair of deflector
plates of the tube is connected across
the lamp. When the condenser is
charged to the ionising potential of
tl-e lamp, it lights and the condenser

discharges through the shunt path
formed. When the condenser poten-
tial falls below the ionising value the
lamp goes out and the condenser
recharges to repeat the cycle. The
difference between the " striking "
and " extinguishing " potentials of the
lamp is some 3o volts and this will be
applied as a deflecting potential to the

The voltage range of the neon lamp
could be increased by a suitable valve
amplifier-in fact, this has been done
successfully by Messrs. Appleton and
Builder (Physical Society Proceedings,
1932. 44, 85.), but the majority of
experimenters will not consider this
worth the trouble while simpler and
more direct means are available.

NEON
TO

DEFLECTORS

Fig. x. Simple form of time base using neon lamp.

beam (Fig. 2), causing it to move at a
proportional rate to the charge of the
condenser and to flick back rapidly as
the lamp lights. The ratio of charging
time to discharging time being several
hundreds to one, the return path of the
beam is so rapid as to be barely visible
to the eye-an important point in the
production of the line screen.

The drawbacks of the simple arrange-
ment of Fig. 1 are :-

(a) non -linearity of charging voltage,
(b) limited travel of the beam.
With ordinary values of resistance

and capacity the charging potential
follows an expotential curve (Fig. 2) and
only a limited portion in the saturation
region can be taken as approximately
linear. Secondly, the difference be-
tween the striking and extinguishing
voltages of the neon lamp is so small
that the travel of the beam will only
amount to a few centimetres.

The sensitivity of an ordinary small
cathode-ray tube is of the order of .5
m/m. per volt with high anode voltages,
and the production of a line screen
12 cms. by 5 cms. will accordingly re-
quire 240 volts and too volts on the
vertical and horizontal deflectors res-
pectively.

NEON STRIKING
POTENTIAL.

EXTINGUISHING
POTENTIAL

TIME
Fig. 2. Curve showing the striking
and extinguishing potentials of the

neon.

If the neon tube is replaced by a
thyratron the difference between the
striking and extinguishing potentials
is controllable by the grid bias adjust-
ment and the range of travel of the
beam can be extended at will. The
action of the thyratron is seen on
reference to Fig. 3 which gives the
characteristic of the Ediswan MR/AC.'
tube. The relation of grid bias to
striking potential has been plotted and
it will be seen that with a bias of 9 volts
no discharge takes place until the anode
potential exceeds 180 volts. Once the
discharge has started it will persist
until the potential has fallen below the
ionising potential of mercury vapour
(about 20 volts, from the curve). The
range of voltage is therefore (r 8o -2o)
=16o, compared with 3o -5o for the
plain neon lamp.

The improved circuit is therefore as
Fig. 4, the deflector plates being con-
nected across the thyratron anode and
cathode.
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It is essential to avoid excessive
current flow in both the anode and
grid circuits of the thyratron, since on
discharge the tube has negligible
internal impedance, and the current in
some cases may reach the emission
current of the cathode. For this reason
safety resistances: are usually desirable
in both anode and grid leads to limit
the current, Soo ohms -:in the anode and
5,000 ohms in the grid being typical
values. In the particular circuit in

Improving
Linearity

In order to improve the linearity of
the time base produced by this circuit,
the Edison Swan Co. have been
experimenting with higher values of
resistance and charging potential, in
order to make use of the initial portion
of the expotential charging curve.
By applying a voltage of about I,000
to a condenser in series with a resistance

worth while, and in a succeeding
article the use of constant -current
charging devices will be considered.

The principal factor which affects the
satisfactory performance of thyratron
circuits is that of temperature of the
discharge tube, and for this reason
circuits have been developed with a
view to their elimination.

During operation the rise in tem-
perature of the discharge tube causes
an increase in mercury vapour pressure

EDISWAN MERCURY VAPOUR
RELAY TYPE MR/ACI. MR/AC.1.

GRID VOLTAGE
.20 -15 -10 -5

Fig. 3. The characteristic curve of the
thyratron.

0

300

Fig. 4. An improved circuit : note that the deflector plates are connected across
the thyratron anode and cathode.

TO
DEFLECTOR

am PLATES

200 of z-3 megohms the curve of Fig. z
is extended as regards the linear portion
at the commencement and a good
working range can be obtained.

too The advantage of this method is its
simplicity, although the use of a high
charging voltage necessitates com-
ponents of the best quality. The
difficulty of obtaining a steady high
voltage supply, however, makes the
consideration of alternative methods

question a high anode resistance would
make the discharge time of the con-
denser appreciable, and provided the
value of capacity is small it is preferable
to omit it altogether.

An order placed with
your Newsagent will en-
sure regular delivery of

"Television."

in the bulb with a consequent gradual
alteration of striking potential. This
has the effect of causing the scanning
lines to " drift " slowly until the stable
operating temperature has been reached.
The effect can be minimised by careful
arrangement of the tube and its circuits,
and also by a preliminary warming up,
but with I zo-line screens, where the
least variation will make an unsteady
picture, it is probable that the thyratron
will have to give way to a more stable
therrnionic device.

For introductory experimental work
in television the simplicity and flexi-
bility of the thyratron make it a very
satisfactory component on which to
base the scanning circuit.

Preventing
Motor Interference

Interference in radio reception due
to the motor in the case of mechanically
operated television receivers is not
usually serious but when it occurs a
0.1 mfd. centre -tapped condenser, or
better, a good motor interference filter,
should be obtained. The earth ter-
minal of this is then connected to the
main earth line of the circuits, and it is
best to connect flexible leads to the
two live terminals of the filter, so that
these can be tried in various places, as
the best connection depends on cir-
cumstances such as the motor used, the
circuit wiring, and the earthing of
the local mains.

The standard method is to join them

to the two motor brushes ; but better
results are sometimes obtained by
connection to other points in the motor
circuit, such as across the motor itself,
or one to the junction between the
motor and the control resistance and
the other to either one brush or one
side of the mains which is not earthed.
Trial is much the best method, and a
satisfactory arrangement is usually
easily found.

A Simple Lens for the Mirror
Screw

Amateurs who have made the
mirror -screw receiver which was des-
cribed in the January issue of TELE-
VISION may care to experiment with
the following simple expedient for

providing a lens of the cylindrical type.
The lens consists merely of a glass test
tube filled with water, care, of course,
being taken that the tube is absolutely
full before being sealed up. Tests
with tubes of different sizes can be
made as they are available in different
diameters and it will be found that
when the correct focus has been
obtained a sharpening of the image
results.-B.R.

A report from U.S.A. says that it has
been discovered that by applying
constant potentials at the light entrance
and exit to zinc sulphide crystal, in
addition to the modulating potential
the necessity for employing nicol
prisms is obviated.
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Adjusting Mechanical Scanning Devices
This article, by C. P. Hall, explains a common fault associated with scanners of the

mirror -drum type and shows how almost perfect adjustment of the mirrors can be obtained.

MANY amateurs, after either
purchasing or making a mirror
drum receiver, have adjusted

the light spots reflected from the
mirrors, to give a good scan on the
screen with no black lines, only to find

expensive and beyond the reach of the
average experimenter a cheap but
highly successful substitute is des-
cribed.

Now before we proceed with the
actual system let us appreciate that we

PLOTTED
SCREEN

Fig. 1. This diagram shows how the correct angular setting of the mirrors may be secured
by the use of a large wooden disc and pointer.

that the pictures they receive are
distorted beyond recognition. This is
due to two reasons. Sufficient care
has not been taken in the adjustment
of the mirrors so that the light spots
divide the circumference of a circle into
3o equal portions or triangles with
angles at the centre of the circle of i z
degrees. Secondly, the width of the
scan has not been taken into account
with reference to the height to give a
picture of the proportions of 7 by
3.

The following method, consisting of
two operations, enables anyone with a
little patience to obtain a high degree
of accuracy quite easily, if sufficient
care is taken.

The first procedure is a very accurate
way of getting the drum mirrors set
in the rz degree angular separation.
The eye does not tolerate too much
distortion of this adjustment, whereas
a fair amount of latitude is possible on
the side -to -side scan without being
objectionable.

Angular
Adjustment

In order to make the angular adjust-
ment satisfactorily a very good divided
head is desirable, but as these are

shall use our phonic wheel or a 3o -tooth
gear wheel (or a multiple of 3o) to hold
the drum, but as this will not be
sufficiently accurate we must have a
means of correcting it. And we correct
by correcting our screen chart to a large
divided disc.

Now read just how the work is
performed.

It is first necessary to obtain a piece
of plywood which is flat and rigid, or
very stiff cardboard will do. The
material chosen should be as large as
possible. The suggested size is 3 ft.
square.

The centre of this piece of material
should be found and a circle cut out
as large as possible. This may be done
by driving a nail through a piece of
flat wood about z in. by * in. and of a
length equal to the radius plus 3 in. of
the required circle. The nail is then
driven through the centre of the disc
into a board underneath. A sharp
pointed scriber is then pushed through
the other end of the strip of wood x in.
from the end.

Using the scriber as a scorer and the
wood as a trammel the circle can be
scribed ; each time the circle is com-
pleted the scorer will cut deeper, until
finally the circle will be completely

cut out. The edge should now be
sand -papered until smooth.

A brass bush of the type used with
mirror drums should be screwed to the
side of the disc, taking care that it is in
the centre.

A block of wood 3 in. thick by 4 in.
by to in. is now drilled with a 1 in. drill
or bit about the middle of the length
and I in. to x in. from the edge of the
4 in. wide f2ce. A piece of mild steel
rod in. diameter is obtained, say to in.
to rz in. in length. and is pushed
through the hole in the block of wood
so that equal lengths of rod protrude at
either side. Two i in. pulleys are
pushed on to the rod, one on either
side, and the grub screws are tightened
when the pulleys rest against the wood
block.

The wood block should now be
fitted to the bench, or on some support
which is rigid, in such a position that
one end of the spindle projects over
the edge. The drum to be adjusted is
fitted to the other projecting portion of
the spindle.

The only difficult part of the work is
now to be faced and the results obtained
depend on the care taken in carrying
this out. The disc should be laid flat
on the bench and the periphery divided
into thirty equal parts by first stepping
off the radius, which will divide the
disc into six parts and then dividing
each of these into five. The dividers
or compass can be set for these five
divisions by the use of the following
formula :

Multiply the diameter of the circle
by 0.10453.

When satisfied that the disc is
divided into 3o equal parts, it may be
fitted to the projecting shaft, nearly
half of the disc will be below the level
of the table or bench top. A pointer
is fixed to the support so that it rests
against the edge of the disc where it is
marked off into 3o sections.

Making the
Screen

Next a piece of white cardboard is
obtained and a line is drawn horizon-
tally fifteen inches in length. Other
lines are drawn horizontally and ver-
tically so that thirty squares with in.
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sides are produced. These squares
should be marked plainly with large
numbers from one to thirty. The
card is now set up about 6 ft. 6 in.
from the drum as shown by Fig. 1.

A lamp is set up in a metal box with
a small aperture of about Ile in. square
in the position marked A. A lens is
placed between the lamp and the

POLE PIECE

KEY SLIDES
ON HERE

KEY

Fig. 2. The drum during adjustment is held
stationary by means of a key which fits the teeth of

the synchronising wheel.

mirror B. The lens and mirror are
adjusted for position until a square
spot of light the size of one of the
squares, i.e., in. square, falls on the
card after being reflected from one of
the mirrors on the drum.

The drum is now turned until the
sixteenth mirror is reflecting the light
beam on to the card and the disc is
rotated so that the pointer rests against
a division mark. Holding the disc
in this position the drum is readjusted
until No. 16 spot is on the line of squares.

The mirrors are all adjusted so that
they throw a square of light on the
same number square as the number of
the mirror, moving the disc for each
mirror through a marked division and
securing it. When this operation is
completed the 12 degrees adjustment
will be correct.

The drum should now be fitted to
the motor shaft which is eventually
going to drive it. A key is now cut
out of metal of such a size and shape
that it will hold one of the teeth of the
synchronising wheel to the pole piece.
A suggested shape for the key is
shown by Fig. 2. The motor drum
and synchronising gear are now fitted
up in place of the wood or card disc.

The drum is revolved so that one
tooth at a time is locked in position by
means of the key placed between the
synchronising gear teeth and the pole
piece. Each time this operation is
performed the place where the light
spot falls is recorded by drawing a
square. Care should be taken to mark
the position of the toothed wheel when
starting by a spot of paint on the first
tooth of the wheel corresponding to
mirror number 15 or 16. This gives a
chart of the 12 degree adjustment
correcting the errors in the gear wheel.
(See Fig. 3.) Using this chart the
motor may be started up and the
resultant scan observed on the white
card. Where black lines appear the
mirrors are brought together and where
white lines appear they are separated ;
each time a mirror is moved the light
spot must fall on the same horizontal
plane as the corresponding numbered

square which has been plotted. Be
sure to do this final adjusting com-
mencing from 15 or 16 and working
to i and then from 15 or 16 to 3o.

To obtain the correct distance of the
card from the drum it is only necessary
to take the distance between two spots
in a vertical plane, in inches and multi-
ply by three, then divide by seven.
This will give the width of the scan.

Fig. ;. (Left) Chart for correction of phonic
wheel. (Right) Appearance of chart after correc-

tion and to which the drum is set.

As we have fixed this at 15 in. the
distance bweteen two of the vertical
spots should be 15 in. multiplied by 1,
=35 in. When the card is at the
correct distance from the drum, the
distance between two vertical spots,
after the 12 degree operation has been
carried out, will be 35 in.

When this adjusted drum is fitted to
the television equipment, any small
errors will be too small to be detected
with the reduced picture.

Remember that although you adjust
on a chart that looks incorrect, the
resulting pictures received will have a
high degree of accuracy.

pLANS for the future develop-
ment of television in Germany
have now been made known by

the authorities concerned, viz., the
Post Office, and the Department in
charge of Broadcasting.

Methodical tests will, first of all, be
conducted by these departments in
conjunction with the leading industrial
firms, with a view to ascertaining
transmitting and receiving conditions
in connection with ultra -short wave
television. These are expected to
afford a reliable basis on which to found
the organisation of a television service
and the provision of suitable receiving
sets.

The starting point of the new tests
will be a new ultra short-wave trans-
mitter constructed by Telefunken,
which is being installed side by side
with the one erected in Witzleben two
years ago. The new transmitter will
be able to work on waves intermediate

NEW GERMAM
TELEVISION

TRANSMISSIONS
By Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz.

between 7 and 8 metres and is primarily
intended for tele-talkie transmissions.
Pictures will be transmitted on the
same wavelength as heretofore, and
sound transmission will be on the old
ultra short-wave transmitter in the
7 -metre range. Synchronism between
the picture and sound transmitters will
be secured by having picture and sound
on the same film, just as in the case of
the cinema.

The new ultra short-wave transmitter
will have an output of about 15 kW.,
and it is designed to enable a frequency
range of as much as 500,000 cycles to be
transmitted without distortion. This
is suitable for 18o lines and 25 pictures
per second.

The new transmitter works with
step-up modulation the carrier wave
reaching its lowest value when no
current impulses are being supplied
from the television scanning device.

The method of modulation used is
new and has been developed at the
Telefunken works, picture frequencies
and the synchronising impulses being
sent over the same carrier wave.
This scheme secures a perfect absence
of pendulation, the pictures on the
screen of the cathode-ray tube being
perfectly steady.

The old ultra short-wave transmitter
installed in the Witzleben Radio Hall,
and so far used in connection with
regular picture transmissions and tele-
vision tests, has now definitely been
taken over the by Postal Department.
The new transmitter is expected to be
ready for its appointed task in the
coming spring.
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The Baird

Mirrordrum K t

For the Home Constructor-

Here is a description of the assembly of the Baird Mirror -
drum Kit together with some notes on the adjustment of

the optical system and the receiver and amplifier

THE Baird mirror -drum Televisor
is now available as a kit of parts
which can be assembled with the

simplest of tools. This at once brings
a high-grade receiver of the mechanical
type within the ability of any amateur
to build.

The kit of parts includes the follow-
ing :-

One universal mains motor complete
with support and lamp housing.

One grid cell unit.
One 3o -mirrored drum complete

with flexible coupling.
One aluminium baseplate ready

drilled, complete swivelling
mirror and lens mount.

One bi-convex lens.
One aluminium back plate.
One mains transformer foi feeding

the projection lamp.
One fixed resistance, with brackets.
One variable resistance.
First let us say that the Baird kit is a

very fine mechanical production and
that the design shows an amazing
amount of thought ; it is difficult, in
fact, to see that the efficiency optically,

This picture shows the baseboard with the motor resistance, lamp
transformer, mirror and lens in position.

electrically and
mechanically could
be improved upon.
The mirror -drum,
for instance, is an aluminium casting
with the mirror beds machined to the
correct angles ; no adjustment is
therefore provided and none is re-
quired, for short of real abuse the drum
and mirrors cannot alter. The lamp
housing also is a casting, and addition-
ally it serves the purpose of a mount for
the motor which rests in a bed at the
top and is rotable as a whole for
framing purposes.

The bed -plate is a stout aluminium
casting with all the necessary holes
drilled and tapped. In the layout of
the base a particular feature is the clever
arrangement of the optical system
which permits of the entire assembly
being kept within fairly small dimen-
sions. Slight adjustment of the re-
flecting mirror and lens is allowed for,
so that the greatest efficiency can be
obtained from the optical system. The
grid cell is attached by screws to the
front of the lamp housing, and this and

the lamp holder
form' a complete
unit with the cor-
r e c t positioning
already determined.
It will be clear,
then, that in the
assembly nothing is
left to chance.

The first con-
structional operation
is to mount the
complete Baird grid
cell unit in the
aluminium housing.
This is done by re-
moving the three
screws holding to-
gether the faces of
the nickel and black
finished sections.

The assembly of the Baird kit is quite simple and requires
very few tools.

The lamp and nickel -plated section are
then placed inside the housing and the
black finished section outside so that
the two connecting pins are horizontal
as seen in the photographs.

The housing is secured to the alu-
minium baseplate by means of the four
round -headed screws which pass
through from the underside of the
baseplate (the holes being countersunk
to accommodate the screw heads), the
nuts being screwed on from the top of
the baseplate and in this way holding
down the four feet of the housing.

The lamp is easily inserted at a later
stage by bending up the lamp holder in
the grid cell unit. The fixed resistance
is mounted on the two brackets by
fixing the feet to the aluminium base
with screws.

The lens is mounted in its holder so
that the top section, which has been
ground off flat, is parallel with the
baseplate. Then the feet of the lens
mount are screwed to the baseplate in
the position shown, leaving the screws
just finger tight so that, if desired, the
mount may be moved slightly. The
reflecting mirror should then be fixed
in its swivel mount and attached to the
baseplate at the front. The mirror
drum is attached to the motor shaft end
by loosening the grub screw in the
flexible coupling, pushing the collar
direct on to the shaft and then tighten-
ing the grub screw so that it grips the
motor shaft.

There is a small plate which is
gripped by means of a bracket to the
insulated cylindrical portion of the
Baird grid cell unit. This should be ad-
justed so that the circular hole in the plate
is concentric with the front aperture,
through which the light passes. With
this done the assembly is completed.
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Here is the completely assembled mirror -drum receiver. The grid cell unit
will be observed in the centre forground.

Wiring
To wire the projector, it is necessary

to join a pair of mains leads to the
primary of the lamp transformer, and
another pair of leads from the secon-
dary to the projection lamp in the grid
cell unit.

A switch should be included in the
lamp transformer primary circuit so
that the lamp itself can be switched on
and off as desired.

The fixed resistance mounted on its
brackets and a variable resistance (the
variable resistance at some convenient
place so as to make speed control easy)
are connected in series, and the wiring
is continued through the pair of motor
sockets which are on the mount holding
the motor in position. The pair of
sockets feeding the motor are those
close to the mirror drum, the second
pair of sockets-i.e., those nearest the
synchronising gear-being the connec-
tions to the synchronising coils them-
selves. A switch is included in this
motor circuit. Reference to the circuit
diagram will show the circuit connec-
tions just described, including the two
switches S5 and S3.

Adjusting the
Optical System

In order to focus correctly the light
spot on to a screen, it is best to mount
a temporary screen made from thin
butter paper or tracing cloth on a
wooden framework so that the size of
the screen is approximately 9 in. by
4 in. This should be positioned on a
centre line drawn from the baseplate
and mounted vertically, about 21 in.
from the front edge of the drum.

A potential of approximately 400
volts is applied to the grid cell through
a resistance of 5,000 to io,000 ohms.
This is necessary so as to " open " the
prisms and allow light to pass through
them. When the transformer feeding
the protector lamp is switched on there
should be a rectangular spot of light

on the screen.
The ray of light
passes from the
cell unit to the
inclined mirror,
is then focussed
on to the mir-
rors of the drum
by means of the
lens, and is finally
reflected from
these mirrors on
to the screen.

It is necessary,
to adjust carefully
the positions of

the lens and inclinedmirror so that the
spot is clearly seen on the screen ;

screws are tightened so as to ensure
that the positioning of the optical
arrangement cannot alter.

The circuit of the receiver and ampli-
fier recommended by the Baird Co. is
shown, and consists of a high -fre-
quency stage, an anode bend detector,
and three stages of resistance capacity
coupling. There is an additional R.C.
stage used to feed the synchronising
coils so that the control of the syn-
chronising signal can be independent
of the magnitude of the signal passed
to the Baird grid cell. The component
values and method of connecting the
projection apparatus to the mains re-
ceiver, are clearly indicated.

When using this suggested set it is
better, first of all, to tune in the tele-
vision note by means of a loudspeaker
-i.e., switch Sz should be closed for
this purpose. When tuned to maxi-
mum volume, switch Sz is opened and
switch S r is closed, the modulations
now being passed to the grid cell.
The motor and projection lamp are
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The receiver and amplifier circuits recommended for use with the Baird mirror -drum receiver.
The motor and lamp connections are also shown.

both the lens holder and the inclined
mirror holder being screwed just
finger tight and moved slightly while
carrying out this operation. In order
to be sure that the whole equipment
is centrally disposed, it is advisable to
project the light spot on the screen
both from No.i and No. 3o mirrors-
i.e., the first and the last. In this way
it will be possible to note exactly the
area covered by the spot of light when
it is made to move by rotating the
drum. After this has been done the

switched on and the motor run up to
its normal speed of 75o revolutions per
minute. The attainment of this speed
is easily judged by watching the drifting
of the images on the screen. If these
tend to drift upwards, or alternatively
if the lines slope from the bottom left-
hand corner to the top right-hand
corner, the speed is too high, and if
they drift downwards, or the lines
slope from the top left-hand corner to
the bottom right-hand corner, the
speed is too slow.
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A Description of

An Experimental Television System
By V. K. Zworykin

This article is a general description of an experimental television system employing the Kinescope
as the image reproducing unit and is an important contribution to this branch of the
science. It is published by permission of the Institute of Radio Engineers, New York.

THE experimental television
system placed in operation by
RCA Victor in New York late in

1931, and on which practical tests were
made during the first half of 1932, was
based on the use of a cathode-ray tube
as the image reproducing element in
the receiver. This allowed the use of a

and its surrounding assembly, which is
usually referred to as the " electron
gun." The indirectly -heated cathode
C, operates on alternating current.
Its emitting area is located at the tip of
the cathode sleeve and is formed by
coating with the usual barium and
strontium  oxides. The control elec-

Fig. t. Cross section of Kinescope.

system with 1 zo scanning lines and a
frame repetition frequency of 24 per
second with adequate illumination for
the reproduced image.

The units comprising the television
receiver are : An aerial system feeding
two radio receivers, one for sight,
including the cathode-ray unit with its
associated horizontal and vertical
deflecting equipment, and the other for
sound, including the usual loud speaker.

The
Kinescope

The name " kinescope " has been
applied to the cathode-ray tube used in
the television receiver to distinguish it
from ordinary cathode-ray oscilloscopes
because it has several important points
of difference ; for instance, an added
element to control the intensity of the
beam. The tube has a diameter of
9 in. permitting a reproduced image of
approximately 52 in. by 62 in. Fig.
is a cross-section view of one of the
tubes, showing the relative position of
the electrodes, especially the cathode

trode, corresponding to the grid -in the
ordinary triode, is shown at G. It has
an aperture, 0, directly in front of the
cathode emitting surface, and besides
functioning as the control element, it
also serves as a shield for the cathode.

The first anode, A1, has suitable
apertures which limit the angle of the
emerging electron beam. The electron
gun is situated in the long narrow neck
attached to the large cone -shaped end
of the kinescope, the inner surface of
the cone being silvered or otherwise
metallized, and serves as the second
anode. The purpose of the second
anode, 242, is to accelerate the electrons
emerging from the electron gun and to
form the electrostatic field to focus
them into a very small, thread -like
beam. The first anode usually operates
at a fraction of the second anode
voltage.

The focussing is accomplished by an
electrostatic field set up by potential
differences applied between elements of
the electron gun and the gun itself and
the metallized portion of the neck of
the kinescope.

Scanning
In the experimental system described,

the picture is made up of 1zo lines and
is transmitted at the rate of 24 per
second. The picture has a 5 -to -6 ratio
of vertical to horizontal dimensions,
and, therefore, the horizontal detail
is equal to 144 lines. The beam traces
a succession of equally spaced horizon-
tal lines across the fluorescent screen,
constructing the television picture in
the identical manner that the flying
spot at the transmitter has scanned it,
beginning from the top downward and
after the last, or lzoth line, jumping
back to the position at the start of a
new picture.

In order to scan with a cathode-ray
beam in this manner, two variable
magnetic fields are applied to the beam
just as it emerges from the electron
gun ; a vertical one, pulsating 24 times
per second, and a horizontal one,
pulsating 2,88o times per second.

In order that the cathode beam at
the receiver follow the uni-directional
scanning at the transmitter, the varia-
tion of intensity of both horizontal
and vertical deflecting fields plotted
against time is of a " saw -tooth " shape.
Each cycle consists of two parts ; the
first, linear with respect to time and
lasting practically the whole cycle, and
the second, or return period, lasting
only a small fraction of the cycle. The
picture is reproduced during the first
part of the scanning period by varying
the bias of the control element accord-
ing to the light intensities of the
transmitted picture, as described above.

In order to straighten the scanning
lines and improve the quality of the
reproduced picture, a more complicated
circuit was used, involving one dyna-
tron oscillator and two amplifying
tubes, as shown in Fig. z. The con-
denser, C, in the horizontal deflecting
circuit is charged continuously through
the resistance R. Periodically, at the
end of predetermined intervals, the
condenser is discharged. During these
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intervals, the accumulated charge does
not reach saturation value, for the time
(1/2880 of a second) is insufficient.
The vacuum tube through which the
discharge takes place is controlled by
impulses supplied from a dynatron
oscillator having a distorted wave shape.
The frequency of oscillation of the
dynatron (which can be made to vary
over a fairly wide range) is initially
adjusted to approximately z,88o cycles
per second, so that received synchron-
ising signals will have no difficulty in
pulling the dynatron into step with the
synchronising impulses generated by
the transmitter scanning disc, as ex-
plained later. The charging and
discharging of condenser, C, represent
saw -tooth variations of potential, which
when applied to the grid of an amplify-
ing tube, produce saw -tooth current
impulses in deflecting coils connected
in the plate of the amplifier.

The vertical deflection circuit is

similar to the horizontal circuit just
described. Both vertical and horizon-
tal deflecting systems operate on the
beam by the magnetic fields generated
by coils placed about the neck of the
cathode-ray tube.

E lec tr o m ag netic
Deflection

The choice of electro-magnetic de-
flection in preference to electrostatic
was made more as a result of econo-
mical consideration than mechanical
choice. The kinescope for electro-
magnetic deflection is much cheaper to
make than the one equipped with inside
deflecting plates for electrostatic deflec-
tion. On the other hand, the electro-
magnetic deflecting unit itself requires
more power and is more costly to build
than the electrostatic one. The pre-
dominance of one or more factors
depends chiefly upon the frequency of

1000V.

5000V.
DEFLECTOR COIL

200v.

1200V.

DEFLECTOR COIL

MI NMI
WIN
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Fig. 2. Double time -base circuit used with Kinescope. A dynatron oscillator is used in
conjumtion with a valve acting as a discharge tube across the condenser C. The impulse

is applied through an output valve to the deflecting coils.

deflection and velocity of the beam.
The constants of the electrical circuits

for vertical and horizontal deflection
are, of course, entirely different, due to
the great difference in the operating
frequencies of the two deflection
circuits.

For sending synchronising impulses,
the transmitting scanning disc has an
auxiliary row of slits, one for each
scanning aperture. These slits, to-
gether with a separate illuminating lamp
and photo -cell, produce impulses, one
at the end of each line and at the end of
each picture frame. The synchron-
ising impulses are transmitted over the
picture signal channel. They do not
interfere with the picture signals,
because they occur at an instant when
the picture actually is not being trans-
mitted.

To allow the transmission of hori-
zontal synchronising signals at a time
when the beam at the receiver is
returning to start a new horizontal
trace, the generation of picture signals
is cut off for ten per cent. of the
scanning time. This is done by simply
spacing the scanning disc apertures ten
per cent. farther apart than the width
of the scanned frame. Vertical syn-
chronisation is carried out in the same
manner, synchronising impulses for
this purpose being transmitted at the
completion of each frame.

When the electron beam returns to
the position from which it starts to
trace a new line, and particularly when
it returns from the bottom of the pic-
ture to start a new frame, an undesirable
light trace, called the return line, is
visible in the picture. To eliminate
this the synchronising impulses which
are in the negative direction are applied
to the control electrode of the kinescope
so as to bias it negatively and thus
eliminate the return line by extinguish-
ing the beam during its return.

To produce a picture, the intensity
of light on a fluorescent screen is
varied by impressing the picture signal
on the kinescope control element. If
the bias adjustment on the kinescope
is set so that the picture signals have
the maximum swing on the character-
istic curve of the kinescope a picture
with optimum contrast is produced.
The picture background, or the average
illumination of the picture, can be
controlled by the operator by adjusting
the kinescope bias.

The reproduced image is viewed in a
mirror mounted on the inside lid of
the cabinet. In this way the lid shields
the picture from overhead illumination.
This method also affords a greater and
more convenient viewing angle.
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This is the fourth
and concluding article

of a series by J. C.
Wilson on the theory
and use of the Kerr
cell. The present

article deals with the

construction and
practical application
of this type of light
valve and describes

suitable optical
arrangements for use
in conjunction with it.

THE THEORY OF THE KERR CELL
ONE of the earliest practical

proposals for the modulation
of light in a television receiver

comprised the use of the Kerr effect, as
opposed to the Faraday effect which
necessitated the inclusion of an induc-
tance coil in a circuit carrying the tele-
vision signals, with its attendant dis-
tortion of the waveform of input
impulses.

The Kerr cell was first suggested by
Henry Sutton in November, 1890
(Telegraph Journal and Electrical Review,
Vol. 27, p.549), for a television receiver;
he proposed that two plates immersed
in carbon disulphide, and placed be-
tween crossed Nicol prisms could be
used to modulate a beam of light in

Fig. 1. This diagram shows a suitable output
circuit for use in conjunction with the Kerr Cell.

accordance with electric signals im-
pressed upon the plates.

In 1911 a similar scheme was pub-
lished in Korn and Glatzel's well

known book on picture transmission
(see Fig. 209, p. 445), but the best
description of the properties of the
cell for television purposes before it
came into prominence is given in the
specification of British Patent No.
235857 (Dr. A. Karolus) dated June,
1924. This describes the form of cell
in which only two opposing plates are
used, and for a long time experiments
in which the Kerr cell was used were
not successful because of the high
voltages which had to be used on
account of the poor sensitivity of the
cell when the plates were spaced
sufficiently widely to allow enough
light to pass.

The first suggestion leading to a way
out of this difficulty came from J. L.
Baird, who, in the specification of his
British Patent No. 253957 of January
1st, 1925, described the form of cell
now generally employed, in which two
grids or sets of plates are interleaved,
thus reducing the distance between
opposing pairs of plates without block-
ing out the light unduly. Photographs
of a cell constructed on these lines were
published in Fernsehen, 1 Jahr, Nr. 3,
pp. 101-102, in 1930.

The Practical
Kerr Cell

We come now to the practical
considerations underlying the construc-
tion and operation of a Kerr cell for
use in a home television receiver. Of
paramount importance is the voltage
required in the last stage of the amplifier
working the cell : this must be kept as
low as possible, and to do this either
the plates must be made long (in the

direction of passage of the light) or
exceedingly close together. The first
expedient leads to loss of light owing
to the fact that it is not at all easy in
practice to obtain a thin intense pencil
of parallel light ; the second leads to
lowering of the cell resistance and
break -down potential of the medium.
In practice a compromise is employed,
and the dimensions of a good cell for
general purposes in television are as
follows :-

Number of plates : 11 (5 connected to
one pole, 6 to the other).

Size of each : length in. ; width in.
Area of overlap : it sq. in.
Distance apart : o.006 in.
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Medium : Best purified nitrobenzene.
Metal of plates : Chemically pure

nickel.
Insulation : Red fibre, baked.
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Such a cell has a capacity of about
o.00i to o.008 mfd. (depending on the
quality of nitrobenzene) and a first
light -maximum at about 58o to 65o
volts ; it is possible with good quality
fibre to obtain a pole to pole resistance
of 0.75 megohm, after the cell has been
polarised.
- The unduly high internal capacity of

the cell is accounted for, of course, by
the high dielectric constant of pure
nitrobenzene. To minimise the effect
of this upon the frequency -characteristic
of the cell and associated circuits, it is
necessary to feed it with television
signals from a valve of very low
internal impedance, with a low value
of anode resistance. A circuit of the
type shown in Fig. 1 is suitable.
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Fig. 4. Curve showing how the divergence of the
rays depends upon the angle of cleavage of the

Iceland spar crystal.

In order to obtain good quality
reproduction from a television set
using a Kerr cell as the light -modulating
device it is vital to bias the cell to a
part of its light -voltage characteristic at
which the response of the cell to varia-
tions in voltage is approximately
proportional to the voltage change ; in
order to determine this bias voltage, let
us examine the curves shown in Fig.
2, in which (a) is the measured charac-
teristic of a cell of the kind just des-
cribed, while (b) is the characteristic
calculated from theoretical considera-
tions.

It will be seen that over the greater
part of the working range the curves
coincide satisfactorily, but at the lower
end there is a marked discrepancy :
the cell passes more light than it should
at zero volts, the quantity decreasing
slightly at first with increasing voltage
before rising sharply at about 300 volts
into the approximately rectilinear part
of the characteristic. The working
range extends from about 300 to boo
volts, the change in light passing
through the cell over this range being
about 87 per cent.

The passage of light by the cell at
zero volts, even with the polariser and

analyser accurately crossed, is probably
to be explained by metallic reflection
at grazing incidence on the plates
giving rise to changes in the polarisation
of the light (" Light Waves in Metals,"
T. C. Fry, Jour. opt. Soc. Amer., Vol.
14, p. 473, June, 1927).

Suitable
Bias

It will be appreciated from the
curves that it is necessary to provide a
bias of approximately 450 volts on the
cell, i.e., considerably more than half
the first light -maximum voltage.
Taking the theoretical curve (b), how-
ever, it has',, been shown by E. E.
Wright (Proc. Phys. Soc., Vol. 45, Part 3
p. 469, " A Note on the Kerr Cell ")
that the mean bias for least harmonic
production should be about 0.71 times
the voltage of the first maximum : this
gives a bias of 44o volts. This result
is in excellent agreement with practice.

When a cell has been freshly con-
structed from new metal sheet and the
purest nitrobenzene, it has still to be
" formed " : when the cell is first
connected to a source of potential, a
comparatively heavy current flows
through it, and this current decreases
rapidly initially, but after a few hours
more slowly to a constant value
corresponding with the " formed "
state. (For extremely pure nitroben-
zene the period is shortened consider-
ably ; see Physik Zeitschr, XXX, 1929,
pp. 942-946 ; F. Hehlans). With
500 volts across the cell, in series with a
limiting resistance of 250,000 ohms, the
initial current might be of the order of
3 milliamperes ; after about twelve to
fifteen hours, however, the current will
have fallen, in normal circumstances to
o.25 to o.5 milliampere, and will remain
constant at this figure until the plates
are cleaned (there is, if the " forming "
has taken a usual course, a chocolate -
coloured deposit on the plates of the
cell) or until the nitrobenzene becomes

saturated with water, which it absorbs
rapidly from the air at normal humidity.

Cell
Maintenance

On account of the extreme difficulty
of preserving the high resistance of a
cell in which the dielectric is exposed to
the atmosphere, even though a lid is
provided and carefully clamped down,
a new form of container has been
developed in which the electrodes of
the cell are supported on lead-in wires
fused directly into the pinch of a

Fig. 3. Diagram showing the construction of a
Kerr cell of the sealed type.

sealed envelope ; the dielectric is
introduced under low pressure and does
not come into contact with the air 'at

TABLE I.

Substance.
Refractive

Index.
Critical
Angle.

Polarising
Angle.

Air (at N.T.P.) 1.000294 deg. min. deg. min.
Water 1.333 48 33 53 11
Ice ... 1.310 49 44
Plate Glass ... 1.514 to 40 40 57 00

1.542 approx. approx.
Canada Balsam 1.53
Crown Glass 1.56o 39 48 56 35
Carbon disulphide 1.632 37 42 58 30
Nitrobenzene 1.553 40 3 57 13
Diamond ... 2.750 21 56 70 I
Obsidian ... 56 30
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all during the process of filling. A
diagrammatic representation of a cell
of this type is given in Fig. 3 and
further details of the processes used in
its manufacture, together with a great
deal of additional data which cannot
be included here, are to be found in
the specification of Patent No. 403155
(W. W. Jacomb and Baird Television
Limited).

The Optical
System

The optical system for use with a
Kerr cell for television is extremely
simple in construction. An incan-
descent tungsten lamp of the bunched -
filament type, taking 8 amperes at 12
volts, supplies the illumination, and an
image of the filament is formed by
means of a condenser lens of 1 in. to
2 in. focal length inside the plates of
the cell through an intervening polariser
which is preferably a prism of the
Hoffmann type. An opaque mask with
a small aperture punched in it lies close
to the wall of the cell where the light
emerges from it, and the beam from
this aperture passes through a double -
image prism crossed with the polariser.
The beam can then be dealt with by a
projector -lens and mirror -drum in the
ordinary way. A photograph of an
optical system of this kind, manufac-
tured in commercial form is shown.

It remains to add a few words upon
the subject of the design of a simple
form of polarising device, the double -
image prism, which may be of use to the
amateur constructor, and to give some
general information about optical
media which is of interest.

To begin with, refractive indices of
various substances referred to air at
15°C. (with the exception of air, which
is referred to a vacuum) for yellow light
are given in Table I.

To a fair degree of approximation,
the refractive index of any substance
can be calculated from the formula
adopted by Lorenz :

nz-I m
+ d

where R is a constant for the substance,
called the molecular refraction.

m is the molecular weight.
n is the refractive index.
d is the density.

Thus if we know the refractive index
of a substance in, say, the liquid state
and the densities in the liquid and solid
states, we can calculate the index for
the solid state.

In Table I, two columns, headed
respectively critical angle and polarising
angle, have been included : once the

refractive index of any substance not
given in the table has been ascertained
the corresponding critical and polar-
ising angles are given by the formulae :

0, = Sin -in
and :

Tan -1n.
The particular values of these two

angles given in Table I are of course,
those which correspond to the value of
n, the refractive index, in the first
column, which, in turn, is for light of
only one colour, namely that of the
sodium D -line, 5893 x io-8 centimetres
wavelength.

TABLE

In the second article of this series, a
diagram was given showing how a ray
of light is split up into two beams,
polarised in planes at right angles, by a
double -image prism, and illustrating
how these rays diverge on leaving the
prism. By calculation based upon the
figures given in Table II a curve has
been prepared showing how the mutual
divergence of these rays (that is, r, -1- r
in the diagram referred to) depends
upon 0, the angle of cleavage of the
portions composing the prism in the
case of Iceland spar. This curve
which is reproduced in Fig. 4 herewith,

II.

Wavelength
(milli-

microns)

Calcite.
Ordinary Extraordinary

Ray. Ray.

Quartz.
Ordinary Extraordinary

1256.0 1.6388 1.4782 1.5316 1.5402
656.3 1.6544 1.4846 1.5419 1.5509
589.3 1.6584 1.4864 1.5443 1.5534
486.1 1.6678 1.4907 1.5497 1.5590
404.7 1.6813 1.4969 1.5572 1.5667
214.4 1.8459 1.5600 1.6305 1.6427

Values of refractive index corres-
ponding to ordinary and extraordinary
rays in Iceland spar at i8°C. are given
in Table II, together with values for
quartz, another birefringent medium :

It will be seen that while the refrac-
tive index for Iceland spar correspond-
ing to the extraordinary ray is lower,
that for quartz is higher than the value
corresponding to the ordinary ray in
the respective cases.

will facilitate the construction of prisms
of the Wollaston type to give any
required divergence. Of course, the
divergence is not quite the same for light
of all colours : the dispersion when
0 is 3o° is about 29 to 31 minutes.

From the refractive index of Canada
balsam given in Table I it is easy to
calculate the cone of polarised light
which will be passed by a Nicol prism
of any given ratio of length to breadth.

An indication that television as a commercial proposition is not so far away is provided by the fact that
the engineering staffs of at least two large London stores have been invited to attend special television
lectures. At these classes, which are being held at the Borough Polytechnic, London, S.E., instruction
in the working of the sets is given. The instructor is Mr. J. J. Denton, A.M.I. E.E., one of the hon.

secretaries of The Television Society.
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ALTHOL GH it is only in the last
two or three years that the
gas -filled relay (three -electrode

thermionic valve, which is also known
under the name of " Thyratron ") has
become generally available, it cannot
claim to be a novel device, its funda-
mental principles having been well
known for many years.

However, the early examples of this
type of valve can only be considered as
of an experimental nature, and it is
mainly due to the recent advances in

Fig. i. (Above)
Double -spiral cathode.
(Right) zigzag ca-
thode.

valve design and vacuum technique
that the gas -filled relay has reached its
present commercial form.

What the Gas -
filled Relay Is

The gas -filled relay is essentially a
three -electrode valve, comprising a
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Gas -filled Relays
By C. R. Dunham, B.A.

The purpose of this and following articles is to introduce to the amateur
experimenter the Gas -filled Relay and to describe in a simple manner the

theory of its operation in a few typical circuits.

thermionic cathode, an anode and a
control electrode or grid completely
shielding the cathode from the anode,
operating in an ionisable gaseous
medium such as mercury vapour, neon,
etc. That is to say, its only essential
difference from the ordinary triode
valve, is in having a low-pressure gas
filling in place of the usual high
vacuum. Generally the gas filling is
mercury vapour, which is provided by
introducing a few drops of mercury
into the bulb during manufacture;
however, it seems probably that for
certain applications the use of one of
the inert gases, e.g., argon in place of
mercury vapour may offer some advan-
tages.

The use of a gaseous filling in
thermionic tubes will be, of course,
familiar to most experimenters who
have used one of the many forms of
mercury -vapour rectifier, a typical
example of which is the Osram
The passage of a discharge through this
type of valve is accompanied by ionisa-
tion of the gaseous filling, and imparts
to it a luminous glow, the colour of
which is characteristic of the particular
gas used, e.g., blue for mercury. The
ionisation of the gas has a very impor-
tant effect on the electrical characteristics
of the valve, and gives certain useful
advantages over the corresponding
high vacuum valve.

Effect

of Gas
It is well known that in vacuum

valves the current (which is carried by
negatively charged electrons emitted
from the hot cathode and drawn to
the anode by an applied potential) is
restricted by the space charge of the
electrons. This determines the charac-
teristic impedance of the valve; that
is the current is definitely determined
by the potential difference between
anode and cathode. However, we
must note that as the potential differ-
ence is raised, there is a certain maxi-
mum value beyond which the current
cannot be increased, this corresponds
to the limit of the cathode emission.

In normal working this limit must never
be reached, since destruction of the
cathode coating would result.

When the vacuum is replaced by a
gas at low pressure, the current -carrying
electrons in passing from the cathode to
the anode ionise, by collision, atoms or
molecules of the gas, forming further
negatively charged electrons and an
equal number of positively charged
ions. Each of these may be considered
as an atom or molecule of the gas minus
one electron which has been removed
by the collision. The negative and
positive ions thus produced proceed
towards the anode and cathode respec-
tively under the influence of the applied
potential difference, but the positive

Fig. z. Directly -heated beat shielded cathode.

ions cannot be assumed to be carrying
any appreciable part of the current
because of their much heavier mass,
compared to one electron, and con-
sequent much lower velocity.

The effect of the presence of positive
ions in the discharge space opposes
that of the negative electrons and
reduces the space charge, and conse-
quently the impedance of the valve.
Practically it is found that over a wide
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range of current the voltage between
anode and cathode is constant at a low
value, and the impedance of the valve
is zero. This means that the space
charge of negative electrons has been
completely neutralised by the presence
of positive ions.

Since when carrying current, the
impedance of a gas -filled valve is zero,
it is always essential that an external
impedance be used in series with it in
order to limit the current taken to a
safe value. What value of current
is to be considered as safe is deter-
mined by the total electronic emission
of the cathode. When the current
taken approaches or exceeds this value,
the voltage drop across the valve rises
and bombardment of the cathode by
positive ions sets in, causing permanent
injury to it by " spluttering " or the
disruption of portions of the active
coating by the bombardment.

Spluttering
In the case of a gross current over-

load this " spluttering " is always
visible as portions of the cathode are
removed with brilliant scintillations,
but for less severe overloads spluttering
can occur invisibly, the only effect
beyond a short valve life being undue
blackening of the envelope. In using
hot -cathode gas -filled valves it is, there
fore, always essential to ensure that at
no time does the current taken exceed
the safe limit or " peak current rating "
which the manufacturers specify for
each type of valve.

For the same reason it is essential
that no current is taken from the valve
before the cathode has become warmed
up to its full emitting temperature;
that is, the anode circuit must not be
closed until a certain interval after the
cathode has been switched on.

The chief advantage which a gas -
filled valve offers over a vacuum valve,
lies, of course, in the fact that it can
pass a much larger current, and that the
voltage drop in the valve is low. Thus
in a mercury -vapour filled valve the
voltage drop is, under normal con-
ditions, about 15 volts. This would
correspond to an efficiency of 91 per
cent. in a zoo volt circuit or 98 per cent.
in a i,000 volt circuit ; the power used
in heating the cathode is of the order of
to watts per ampere of max. permissible
anode current. -

A further advantage with a gas -filled
valve, which is sometimes made use of,
is the possibility of heat shielding the
cathode ; either for the purpose of
increasing the emission for a given
cathode wattage or in order to prevent
other electrodes in the tube from getting
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too hot by radiation from the cathode.
Two methods of accomplishing this

are shown in Figs. z and z. In Fig.
the radiation of heat from the central
portion of the cathode has been reduced
by the proximity of the outer parts
which are not coated. In Fig. 2, the
cathode is built up in the form of a
miniature oven. A spiral in the centre
heats indirectly the cathode proper,
consisting of nickel vanes coated with
electron -emitting material and the
whole is surrounded by one or more
cylinders which act as heat shields.
Of course, in vacuum valves the prin-
ciple of heat shielding is impossible,
since the electrons emitted can only
travel in sensibly straight lines ; but
when an ionised gas is present the
emission can proceed along curved
paths owing to the frequency of
collisions and the much lower voltage
drop between anode and cathode.

The Action of the
Gas -filled Relay

As before stated the gas -filled relay
consists of a three -electrode valve, the
introduction of the control grid enables
the electrostatic field in the neighbour-
hood of the cathode, and hence the
conditions under which anode current
begins to flow, to be governed. The
action of the grid in the gas -filled relay
is not, however, exactly analagous to
the action of a grid in a vacuum valve.
When the gas is not ionised, that is
when no, or practically no, anode
current is flowing a negative voltage
applied to the grid, if sufficiently
large, can prevent anode current from
flowing.

In many types of gas -filled relay the
minimum value of negative grid voltage
required to prevent the discharge is
practically a constant fraction of the
anode voltage applied, and the ratio of
the two is called the grid control
factor of the tube.

Fig. 3 shows the type of relationship
between the applied anode voltage and
minimum negative grid voltage re-
quired to withold the discharge for an
Osram gas -filled relay type G.T.i, for
which the control factor is z5. 'When,
however, appreciable anode current has
started to flow, either caused by in-
creasing the anode voltage above, or
decreasing the grid voltage below the
critical condition, so that the gaseous
medium becomes ionised, the grid loses
its control. The anode current imme-
diately assumes a value which is deter-
mined solely by the external circuit
impedance and the applied voltage,
and the grid is unable to stop, reduce,
or modulate its value.

(Continued at foot of next page.)
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THE RAY "BUCKET" TUBE
EVERY reader of TELEVISION will

be familiar with the cathode-ray
tube as the projector and screen

in a television receiver and every day
makes it more and more certain that
this system merits the serious considera-
tion of all who are interested in this
branch of broadcasting. Few realise
the other fields in which the cathode-
ray oscillograph reigns supreme or the
numerous applications to which it can
be put that vary from the automatic

Watt, in his noteworthy work on the
activities of this experimental station.
Probably one of the most interesting
applications of the cathode ray is its
use in a special " bucket " tube for the
automatic filming of atmospherics.

It will be readily appreciated that
the duration of an atmospheric is far
too short to permit of manual photo-
graphy, and it would be impossible to
expose a negative to the ordinary tube
to await the atmospheric, owing to the

A TO
CAMERA
SHUTTER

R

NEC,. StAS
(SHIELD)

L.T.- 1-1.7 +
H.T.- (GUN)

(ZERO IN RESPECT OF
GUN AND SHIELD)

DEFLECTOR
PLATES
OMITTED FOR
CLARITY

BEAM HELD
STRAIGHT TO THIS POINT
BY NORMAL DEFLECTOR PLATES

This diagram shows how the "bucket" is situated in the tube so that the electron
beam can fall into it.

prevention of collision at sea to the
photographing of the elusive atmo-
spheric.

The Radio Research Station at Slough
have found some wonderful applica-
tions for the C.R.O. which are dealt
with, at length and with wealth of
technical detail, by Dr. R. A. Watson

fogging that the spot and slight general
fluorescence would cause.

The special " bucket" tube is shown
diagrammatically above and is a
modification of the standard type
of Cossor tube, the only differ-
ence being the presence of the minia-
ture closed cylinder fixed to the side of
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the globe. This cylinder is connected
to earth through a resistance, and as the
positively charged gun is also earthed
the cylinder is held at a potential almost
equal to the gun, and the beam is
focussed into it and held there by the
positive charge (see Fig. i).

The resistance R will naturally have
a voltage drop across it which can be
used for any purpose, in this case for
working the camera shutter. When
everything is ready the beam is in the
bucket, which is just strong enough to
resist the efforts of the time base to
draw it across the screen.

The arrival of the atmospheric starts
this superbly delicate mechanism oper-
ating, the potential applied to the
appropriate deflector plate is immedi-
ately sufficient to pull the beam out of
the bucket which breaks the current
through the resistance R. As a result,
firstly, the spot is pulled from the gun
and allowed to traverse the time
dimension ; and, secondly, the beam
current no longer flows through R,
destroying the potential across it and
opening the camera shutter all in a
minute fraction of time of probably a
few micro seconds.

The beam now travels towards the
end of its time base traverse, its rise
and fall in the right-angle direction

controlled by the atmospheric's
rise and fall of voltage, thus " draw-
ing " the wave form while the negative
duly records it.

At the end of the time base traverse
the camera shutter is closed, the beam
is returned to the bucket by the influ-
ence of a magnetic field produced in
special coils, and the film moves on to
the next negative to await the coming
of the next phantom from the
ether.

46 Gas -filled Relays
(Continued from preceding page)

5 5

The application of a negative voltage
to the grid in an attempt to stop or
reduce the anode current merely
results in the collection of a sheath of
slow moving positive ions around the
grid, which effectively screens the rest
of the discharge space from its effect.

Grid
Control

It is thus seen that the grid of a
gas -filled relay is able to prevent the
passage of any anode current, but it

cannot stop or modulate it once it has
started. In order to stop anode current
it is necessary to remove or reduce the
applied anode voltage for a period
of time long enough for the cloud of
ions surrounding the grid to disperse.
It is clear that when an alternating

316 per Quarter
6/9 per Half -Year
13:6 per Annum

will ensure " Television
being delivered to you regu-

larly each month.

voltage of commercial frequency is
used, grid control is restored every
time the applied voltage swings
negative.

The grid then can control the instant
during the succeeding positive half
cycle at which the discharge com-
mences. By feeding the grid also with
an A.C. voltage of the same frequency
but of variable phase, it is possible
(as is shown in Figure 4) to control tb-
mean output of the valve.

In the next article of this series
methods of restoring grid control,
when D.C. anode voltages are used
will be discussed and a few typical
applications of the gas -filled relay will
be given.
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President: Sir Ambrose Fleming, M.A., D.Sc.. F.R.S.

Hon. Secretaries : J. J. Denton, A.M.I.E.E., 25, Lisburne Road, Hampstead,
London, N.W.5. W. G. W. Mitchell, B.Sc., "Lynton," Newbury, Berks.

Report of a lecture given before the Society at University College, London, on
January 17. The object of the paper was to record the experimental work which

has been done by the Ediswan Company Special Valve Department Staff.

THE theory and the operation of
the modern low -voltage cathode-
ray tube are well known, and its

application to Television consists in
adapting the linear time -base circuits
for the production of a multi -line
screen and in applying a vision signal
to modulate the beam intensity as it

Ediswan experimental equipment for demonstrating
television reception by the cathode-ray tube. Tie
time -base used (foreground) is a special resistance -
capacity combination operating at a high voltage,
particulars of which were given in the lecture to

the Television Society.

traverses the fluorescent screen of the
tube.

The most widely used material for
coating the fluorescent screen is zinc
silicate in either its natural or synthetic
form. This produces a vivid green
fluorescence which possesses a slight
persistence or after glow. As an alter-
native, cadmium or calcium tungstate
may be used to produce a blue -white
fluorescence with a negligible after-
glow. The persistence of glow is of
importance in the case of television,
particularly with high -definition work-
ing.

With a 3o -line screen and a horizontal
traversing speed of x per second, a
persistence lasting for a period not
exceeding i-zoth second is of slight
advantage, as it tends to reduce flicker
and improves the quality of the picture.
With line screens in which the hori-
zontal speed is of the order of 25 per
second, however, the presence of after
glow would result in a comet -like
appearance being given to rapidly
moving small objects.

The fundamental circuit for pro-
ducing a multi -line screen is that of a
condenser which is charged at regular
recurrent intervals from an H.T. supply
through a variable resistance. Across
the condenser is connected the dis-
charge device of the neon lamp type,
and the deflector plates of the tube are
connected in parallel with this lamp.
The charging rate of the condenser is
controlled principally by the value of
resistance and capacity. This type of
circuit is generally known by the name
of " relaxation oscillator."

The disadvantage of the neon tube
as the discharge device lies in the very
small difference between the striking
and extinguishing voltages. This
means that the deflection of the beam
will be very restricted, and hence it is
usual to replace the neon tube by a
thyratron in practice.
With moderate values
of H.T. voltage applied
to the resistance con-
denser combination,
the curve of charging
voltage is exponential,
and hence the deflec-
tion of the beam can
only be considered as
linear over a very small
working portion. The
usually adopted device
to overcome this dis-
advantage is the sub-
stitution of a saturated
diode or constant
current device in place
of the resistance.

A bright -emitter diode of the type of
the Ediswan CR.z makes a convenient
control for the charging rate of the
condenser, the only requirement being
a separate 2 -volt battery for the fila-
ment supply. Instead of bright -
emitter diodes, both screen grid and
pentode valves have been used, but
these necessitate the provision of a
separate potentiometer across the H.T.
supply to control the screen voltage,
with an inevitable increase in the power
consumption of the time -base circuit.1

Since for the production of the line
screen two time -bases circuits are re-
quired, the power consumption in the
potentiometers associated with them
becomes an appreciable item, and in
fact may form as much as 7o per cent.
of the total energy taken by the circuit.
As regards their effect on the linearity
of the travel of the beam, there seems
to be little to choose between the diode
and the screen grid valve, and for
ordinary experimental work the diode-
thyratron combination would seem to
be the most simple and satisfactory
arrangement.

With higher scanning speeds of the
order of 25 per second horizontally,
the changes in emissivity of the diode
and slight consequent fluctuations in
the space charge will lead to variations
in the speed of the beam which will
render synchronisation very difficult.
The realisation of this problem has led
the Edison Swan Co. to turn their
attention again to the original resist-
ance capacity circuit and to attempt to
make the fullest use of the linear portion
of the exponential curve at the com-
mencement of the charge of the con-
denser.

With normal values of H.T. charging
voltage, this linear portion is, of
course, so small as to be useless, since
voltages of the order of ioo-z5o are

Close-up of the layout of the resistance capacity double time -base. The
two thyratrons used are Ediswan MR ACA's. The use of tubular

condensers makes a neat and compact job of the wiring.
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required to produce a full traverse of
the beam. However, by raising the
H.T. voltage applied to the time -base
to i,000, the initial linear portion can
be made to cover a range of approxi-
mately zoo volts, and at the same time
the constant -current characteristics of
the circuit can be accurately maintained
since the charging resistance is very
high in comparison with the impedance
of the condenser. For example, be-
tween the discharge and full charge
conditions of the condenser, the voltage
fluctuation across the resistance is
only approximately To per cent. of the
supply voltage, and this change is in-
sufficient to cause the curve to depart
appreciably from linearity. The ad-
vantage of this circuit is its simplicity
and its low power consumption com-
pared with the low voltage constant
current control arrangement.

A full diagram of the double time -
base is shown. In the time -base for
the horizontal traverse of the beam

zi per second for 3o -line transmis-
sion), the .5 mfd. condenser is charged
through the variable z-megohm resist-
ance shown connected in series with it
and the H.T. supply. Across the con-
denser is the thyratron (Ediswan
MR-Ac.1), the grid of which is con-
nected to a potentiometer for adjust-
ment of the striking voltage.

A similar arrangement is used for
providing the traverse of the beam
(375 cycles), the value of condenser
being reduced to .or in this case. The
synchronising signal received from the
transmission is arranged to trip the grid
of the 375 cycle thyratron which is co-
nected to the receiver output terminal -
through the condenser and resistance
shown. The horizontal time -base
is also interlocked with the vertical one
by means of a resistance and condenser
joined between the anode of one
thyratron and the grid of the other.
This ensures that the horizontal timing
stroke receives one impulse in every
3o from the vertical time -base.

One of the vertical and one of the
horizontal deflector plates of the tube
are connected to the anodes of the re-
spective thyratrons. Since these plates
are now at a D.C. potential above the
anode of the tube, the line screen will
be forced off the centre of the fluores-
cent screen. It is restored by applying
a bias to the opposite deflector plates
which are connected to z -z megohm
potentiometers shown across the H.T.
supply.

The cathode of the tube itself is sup-
plied from a z -volt accumulator and
the anode from r,000 volts H.T. sup-
ply. The rectifier circuit for supplying

the tube and time -base potentials is
shown in the separate diagram. Owing
to the low current taken by the acceler-
ating electrode of the tube, resistance
smoothing is found to be adequate and
a zoo,000 ohms resistance is accord-
ingly included in the H.T. lead.

The focusing of the tube is carried
mg by adjustment of the negative po-
tential applied to the cylinder surround-
ing the cathode which is connected
through a potentiometer to a self -
biassing resistance. The incoming
signal from the television receiver is
applied through two isolation con-
densers to the potentiometer, and the
consequent \. fluctuations in the bias
voltage modulate the intensity of the
beam as it travels over the screen.

The notable difference between the
cathode-ray system of television recep-
tion and mechanical system lies in the

The lecture was followed by a
demonstration of the cathode-ray tube
used in conjunction with the circuits
described above, and with the aid of a
small portable scanning disc trans-
mitter various still life pictures were
shown on the screen of the tube to
enable the audience to judge of the
detail obtainable.

The authors expressed their thanks
to Professor MacGregor Morris for
taking the chair, and the University
authorities who had arranged for the
demonstration.

The New Moscow Station
and Television

Construction of the Moscow Radio
Centre is to begin early this year.
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The circuit arrangements used for the demonstration of the cathode-ray tube.

small amount of energy required from
the receiver to modulate and to syn-
chronise the scanning beam. Full
modulation of the beam is generally
accomplished by a voltage of o/zo,
and in consequence the receiver need
only have a medium -impedance valve
in the output stage. This is a particu-
lar recommendation for the cathode-ray
system for those who are unable to
provide the power output required for
mechanical scanning system. Although
the size of tube is small, the image is of
sufficient clarity to be easily viewed at
a distance of 15/zo ft., as the suc-
ceeding demonstration showed.

The new centre will house all Mos-
cow broadcasting, whether long or
short wave or television, and will be
able to put six independent pro-
grammes on the air at once.

Soviet engineers report such steady
progress in television that they believe
that by the time the new centre is com-
pleted wide use will be made of this
new form of broadcasting. Many of
the studios, therefore, will be equipped
for visual broadcasting, using equip-
ment more advanced than any to be
found in the existing stations. The
possibilities of short and ultra -short
wave lengths will also not be neglected.
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RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS

A RECORD
OF

PATENTS AND PROGRESS
Specially Compiled for this Journal

" Saw -tooth " Scanning for
Cathode-ray receivers

(Patent No. 400976.)
r In reception, the " sweep " of the
cathode-ray over the viewing -screen
must, of course, be synchronized with
the scanning frequency used at the
transmitting end.

The synchronizing line frequency
applied to the receiver must, therefore,

BI

Fig. i.

G.B?

A scheme by the E.M.I. and A.D. Blumlein for
the production of control oscillations for saw -tooth

scanning in cathode-ray receivers.

j

-r

Fig. z.

be such as to make the cathode-ray
move steadily across the viewing -screen
for one half of each cycle-the effective
half-and then return very quickly over
a non -working path ready for the next
line. In the same way, as each picture
is completed, the ray is rapidly returned
-again over a non -effective path-to
the starting point ready to begin the
new picture.

In both cases control is effected by
means of what may be called a saw-
toothed oscillation, i.e., one with a
slow uniform forward stroke from A
to B (Fig. i) and a rapid return stroke
from B to C.

The invention is principally con-
cerned with ways and means for
producing " control " oscillations of
this kind.

In the generating circuit shown in
Fig. z a low -resistance coil L is con-
nected in the plate circuit of a valve V

with a positive bias from the battery
GB on its grid. The positive bias
gives the valve V a comparatively low
impedance, so that the anode current
is mainly determined by the inductance
of the coil L and increases uniformly
from zero o (Fig. i) to a point Bi. At
this moment a negative synchronizing
signal is applied to the grid of the valve,
with the result that the valve impedance
is suddenly increased.

The current is, therefore, diverted
from the valve to the parallel condenser
C across the coil L, and the tuned
circuit starts to oscillate. After a
quarter oscillation (from Bi to A,
Fig. i) the current reverses in the coil
L and the potential on the left-hand
plate of the condenser C becomes
negative.

This causes the diode valve D to
become conducting and as it is in shunt
with the circuit L C, it damps out the
oscillation at the point A (Fig. i.)
The current is then reduced at a steady
rate to zero by the opposing potential
of the h.t. battery, so completing the
cycle.

An auxiliary circuit M prevents
spurious oscillations at half the scanning
frequency. The coil L may either be
the actual control coil applied to the
bulb of the cathode-ray tube, or may
be coupled to it.-(Electrical and Musical
Industries and A. D. Blumlein.)

Concentrating the Ray
(Patent No. 401727.)

As the cathode-ray is swept to and
fro over the fluorescent screen, during
the scanning operation, there is a
tendency for it to be dispersed. In
other words, instead of remaining a
clear-cut spot it spreads over a wider
area, and so reduces the definition of
the resulting picture. The inventor
proposes to avoid this effect by inserting
special auxiliary electrodes which are
designed to ionize the residual gas -
content of the tube. The resulting
free ions mingle with the electron ray,

"Television "
will keep you abreast of the

times.

and because they carry a positive charge
tend to concentrate the electrons about
themselves, instead of spreading.

As an alternative to the ionizing
electrodes, small pockets of radio-
active material may be inserted in the
walls of the glass tube to produce the
desired ionizing effect. - (M. von
Ardenne.)

Fluorescent Screens
(Patent No. 402411.)

Flourescent screens made of the
usual zinc -sulphide or calcium tung-
state are liable to deteriorate with use,
so that their sensitivity or response
falls off. The inventor has discovered
that by using potassium water -glass, as
a binding agent for the fluorescent
substance, a much brighter spot can be
secured and maintained. In certain
cases the spot reaches an intensity of
between two and three candle power.

In addition the new material is less
sluggish and has a higher electro-
optical efficiency than that hitherto
used. Cadmium tungstate may also be
mixed with potassium water -glass and
painted on to the end of the tube to
form the viewing screen.-(M. von
Ardenne.)

" Screw" Scanning Drum
(Patent No. 402401.)

A good deal of work has been done,
particularly in Germany and America,
with the screw type of scanning mirror
built up of a number of mirror strips
laid one on top of the other. Each
strip is set at a slightly different angle to
the common axis, so that when com-
pleted the scanner resembles a solid
helix or screw.

In the television receiver shown in
Figs. i and 2, the source of light is
an elongated neon lamp L, carefully
screened from the eyes of the observer
by a shield Li. The lamp L is at the
principal focus of a cylindrical lens Lz,
so that all the rays which pass through
on to the screw mirror are parallel,
and they remain parallel after they have
been reflected from the scanner to-
wards the eyes of the observer.

As will be seen the scanner is mount-
ed to rotate about a horizontal axis A,
the number of mirror strips being equal
to the number of scanning lines.

The information and illustrations relating to patents are given with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office.
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The arrangement has two special
features of advantage. In the first
place both of the longer faces of each
of the strips marked 1 to ro act as
reflectors, so that the picture to be
scanned is covered twice, instead of
once, during each complete rotation of
the screw. The ends of each strip, it
should be mentioned, are painted a
dead black so as to prevent undesirable
" stray " reflection.

In the second place the fact that the

modulation according to the changing
values of average light and shade.-
(Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.)

(Patent No. 402069.)
Receiving system utilising a station-

ary bank of tubular photo -electric cells
and a travelling band scanning device.
-(H. F. Hazel' and R. H. Dent.)

(Patent No. 402076.)
Scanning system including a series

Fig.

Fig. 1. Plan view of a
mirror -screw device which
scans twice for each revolu-
tion of the screw.

Fig. z. The scanner
shown in elevation and
showing the path of the
light res.

LI

LI

reflected light leaves the scanning
mirrors in parallel rays means that the
exact position of the observer is
immaterial. In fact, the device can be
regarded as a kind of window, through
which the picture is projected directly,
without requiring the use of any other
viewing screen. So long as an obser-
ver can see the " window " formed by
the outline of the rotating screw he will
be able to view the received picture.
-(Electrical Research Products Inc.)

Other Television Patents
(Patent No. 4013 55.)

Method of using a spark -gap or arc
as the source of light in a television
receiver.-(Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co. Ltd., W. A. Appleton and D. L.
Plaistowe.)

(Patent No. 401 563.)
Means for controlling the level of
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of light -sources arranged spirally on a
disc.-(H. F. Hazed and R. H. Dent.)

(Patent No. 402121.)
Direction -finding system utilising

television signals.-(Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co. Ltd., H. M. Dowsett and
D. L. Plaistowe.)

(Patent No. 402122.)
Direction -finding system utilising

television signals.-(Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co. Ltd., H. M. Dowsett and
R. J. Kemp.)

(Patent No. 4021 3 4.)
Apparatus for generating saw-

toothed oscillations suitable for con -

Our Policy
"The Development of

Television."

trolling a cathode-ray receiver.-(Elec-
trical and Musical Industries Ltd., and
M. Bowman -Manifold.)

(Patent No. 402 I 81.)
Safety devices for preventing the

fluorescent screen of a cathode-ray
tube from being damaged by the
electron stream.-(Electrical and Musical
Industries Ltd., and M. Bowman -
Manifold.)

(Patent No. 401634.)
Producing saw-toothed oscillation

for synchronizing in cathode-ray re-
ceivers.-(Electrical and Musical Indus-
tries Ltd., and M. Bowman Manifold.)

(Patent No. 402291.)
Synchronizing systems.-(Radio Akt.

D. S. Loewe.)

Television Broadcasts in U.S.A.
Two years ago W6XAO became the

first ultra -high frequency television
station in the U.S.A., broadcasting on
regular schedule. Five months later,
on May 1, 1932, the first television
image ever received in an aeroplane
anywhere in the world was broadcast
from W6XAO to a Western Air
Express tri-motored Fokker and viewed
by press representatives.

With the inaugural broadcast of
W6XS on the first anniversary of
W6XAO this new 1,000 watt trans-
mitter was soon heard and received
across the continent at Houlton, Maine.
Immediately after the Los Angeles -
Long Beach earthquake of March ro,
1933, the Los Angeles television
stations transmitted scenes of the
disaster before the public was admitted
to the stricken area, demonstrating the
ability of television to transmit pictures
quickly and accurately.

Soon after this the stations began
showing regular editions of Pattie
newsreels, Paramount trailers, shorts
and full length features. Estimates of
films shown reveal that nearly five
million feet of motion picture films
have been televised on regular schedule.
This is believed to be the largest
television footage ever exhibited.

The Jenkins-De Forest Radio &
Television Corporation of U.S.A. has
been purchased by the R.C.A.

The Mervyn Sound & Vision Co.
Ltd. state that an error occurred in
their advertisement last month. The
bearings, spindle, etc., for the mirror -
screw receiver were priced at 4s. This
should have been 8s. They also state
that the price of the mirror plates has
been reduced to Is. each.
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Mechanical Filter Devices :: Television Nomenclature
The Theory of the Kerr Cell :: The Case for High Definition

The Special Disc Receiver :: The Mirror Screw

MECHANICAL FILTER DEVICES.
SIR,

I should like to state as a reply to
the letter from the Baird Company on
mechanical filters that I was aware of
their patent.

However, I should point out that
the use of an elastic member between
the drive and the scanning device was
used and publicly demonstrated at
least three years ago to the writer's
knowledge for the express purpose of
reducing hunting when used for tele-
vision. Parallel usage can be found
also in the talkie industry.

I think that the quoted phrase " the
apparatus may take the form of a spring
coupling between the drive and the
scanning device " is inclined to be a
little misleading. No specific mention
is made of such an arrangement in the
specification.

However, I do think that the arrange-
ment as protected and used by the
Baird Company deserves credit,
although it has, of course, certain
disadvantages.

C. P. HALL (North Cheam).
* * *

SIR,
I should like to add a few remarks on

the use of a flexible coupling between
the driving motor and the scanning
device in television apparatus, as was
described in an article which appeared
on page 389 of your Novertj- r issue,
and subsequently commented upon in a
letter from the Baird Television Ltd.
in the January issue.

I am afraid that the patent referred to
therein may have been taken out with
the unfortunately mistaken idea that
the use of a flexible coupling in this way
was not previously known in television
circles. In the course of our experi-
mental work Captain R. Wilson and
myself have regularly used such flexible
couplings for some five years, and the
television apparatus which we have
publicly exhibited at the four annual
exhibitions given by the Television
Society has incorporated such a flexible

coupling between the motor and
scanning device on each occasion.
This was first shown at the Exhibition
at the old Engineers Club in 1928, but
had been shown to many people in our
laboratory even earlier than that. I
am always open to correction, of course
but it seems that our work anticipated
the patent mentioned by some two
years.

I am afraid that a somewhat similar
situation may exist in the case of
certain quite recent patent applications
which have been brought to my notice,
and which concern the use of both the
ordinary and extraordinary rays with
the help of double -image prisms, in
apparatus of the Kerr cell type. This
improvement is, I believe, the invention
of my colleague, Mr. Leonard M. Myers,
who demonstrated it to me in May,
1932, after having given numerous
previous demonstrations. Mr. Myers
described this arrangement in his
recent lecture to the Television Society.

E. L. GARDINER (London, N.W.I.)
* * *

TELEVISION NOMENCLATURE.
SIR,

In your January issue I noticed with
interest an article " Television Nomen-
clature " in which Mr. J. Peers very
ably places before the reader a hundred
and one ways of naming television and
radio apparatus. Many months ago I
contributed a postcard bearing a lot of
similar names. Mr. Peers has collected
a very imposing and formidable number
of names. May I suggest that our next
step is to begin a process of elimination?
May I also suggest we endeavour to
tend towards simplicity, i.e., to elimin-
ate unwieldy words ?

In speaking of a broadcast set, for
instance, I definitely prefer to give it
the short and sharp American name of
" Radio " rather than the more clumsy
English " wireless set " in spite of the
fact that thousands of Englishmen will
disagree with me. The French " tele-
graphie" or "telephonie sans fils" makes
me shudder. Also every European

country, including France herself,under-
stands the word " Raa-dio," whereas
" wireless set " would probably be
meaningless to them.

May I therefore suggest those names
which, out of all those mentioned in
Mr. Peers' article, appeal to me as being
suitable for everyday use ?

Sound receiver only-radio (or
radio receiver) ; vision apparatus only
-visor (or vision receiver) ; amplifier
for vision apparatus-vision amplifier ;
amplifier for radio apparatus-radio
amplifier ; combined sound and vision
outfit with or without associated
amplifiers-radiovisor (or radiovision
receiver) ; as above with gramophone
equipment-radiovisorgram ; ditto,
with cinematograph attachment-
cineradiovisorgram.

The latter, I admit, does not sound
so simple, but I have only added one
syllable for each addition to the appara-
tus and I don't suppose there will be
many who will build such an outfit.
The above list carefully avoids the
word " tele " and the Baird Company's
registered trade mark "Televisor" which
Mr. Peers turns down in his article.
Audio -vision or audiovisor and audio-
visorgram are all good words worth
consideration. It will be interesting to
watch and see which words will
ultimately establish themselves in the
limelight.

C. BLATHERWELL (Leeds)

THE THEORY OF THE KERR
CELL.

SIR,
I should like to point out

some discrepancies which appeared
in an article in the January issue of
TELEVISION. On page z z a table of Kerr
constants is given for three liquids.
Now this particular constant is obtained
from the Kerr expression :

R (cms.). P2 (volts per cm.)
using the same notation as in the app-
endix of the article. R is the linear
retardation and for this purpose is
expressed in Angstrom units. This
gives as Kerr constant :

Carbon bisulphide, 3.2 . io-7
Nitrobenzene, ... 19.2 . 10-6
Meta Nitrotoluene, 17.3 . Io6

These results have been confirmed by
Schmidt (Ann. d. Phys., 7.142. 1902.)

In appendix I, page 37, it is stated
that for a birefringent liquid

-I-
As A,

but this is incorrectly expressed. The
expression for a birefringent liquid is,
as above, R ----KIP2.

Now if the retardation is to be
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expressed in terms of the wave lengths
of the two components, we have, from
the elementary theory of birefringence

R = Z (12." -kx y
(Preston " Light " 5th ed., p. 106.)

If we now expressµ in terms of the
ratio of the velocity of light in air to that
in the liquid we have

R=Z(-Y --V
vx vJJ

in which V is the velocity of light in
vacuo. Substituting for the wave-
lengths we have

R=Z AC -0
A, Ay

or KP2=A
A A}

which is the desired expression.
The angular phase difference is given

as A= 271(02.
Now linear retardation is to the

wavelength as angular phase difference
is to 27.r. Thus R : A=6, : 27r. Hence

_zirR
A

Substituting for R we obtain :
2/71(02

A

which is the desired expression.
In appendix 2, the intensity expres-

sion should be

I1-I sin2CKIP A)
In this case a2 does not equal unity ;

it is equal to the intensity of polarised
light emerging from the polariser.
The presence of A will serve to explain
the occurrence of chromatic dispersion
discussed in the last section of the
article. The final expression should
be :

I1=I sin21() Ir2 E
2

As above I represents the intensity
of light leaving the polariser, the in-
tensity of light entering the polariser
being twice this amount.

In appendix 1, I, the intensity, cannot
stand for the incident light vector. It
is usual to express the incoming light
as a vibration-a sin wt (Preston
" Light " p. 410.).

L. M. MYERS (Hampstead).
* * *

-

SIR,
With reference to Mr. Myers' letter

that you have afforded me an oppor-
tunity of reading, I feel that Mr.
Myers' difficulties may be cleared up
by reference to the excellent paper by
H. E. Kingsbury (" The Kerr Electro-
static Effect " : Review of Scientific
Instruments, Vol. I, No. 1-new

series), of which, as I stated in my
article, I have made extensive use.

My authority for the values of Kerr
constants for nitrobenzene and metani-
trotoluene is F. Hehlgans (Ueber die
Abhaengigkeit einiger elektrischer und
elektrooptischer Konstanten von Nitro-
benzol und Nitrotoluol vom Rein-
heitsgrade : Phys. Zeitschr. XXX,
1929, pp. 942-946).

This reference was given in a foot-
note to my article but was unfortunately
left out on publication owing to a
compositor's error.

J. C. WILSON (London, W.C.z).

THE CASE FOR HIGH DEFINI-
TION.
SIR,

With reference to the article by Mr.
S. Sagall, in the issue of TELEVISION for
January, 1934, may I make a few
comments ? Mr. Sagall is more than
justified in complimenting the B.B.C.
on the thought and work that they have
brought to bear on the improvement
of studio technique, in connection with
the 3o -line television transmission by
the Baird system. I think that,
especially in the televising of small
plays, ample entertainment value has
been provided at the transmitter but,
in my opinion, there is no real enter-
tainment value in watching a single
person singing, dancing or speaking,
especially when only head and shoul-
ders are shown, save in exceptional
circumstances.

In the case of plays, although the
entertainment value may be present
at the transmitter, it certainly does not
exist at the receiving end and as long
as the present band widths are restricted
to 8 or 12 Kc. it is quite impossible to
obtain pictures of a quality sufficient to
keep the general public looking at a
televisor for more than 5 or ro minutes
at a time, while after three or four
occasions they will cease to be interested
at all. In order to provide entertain-
ment which will attract the general
public it is necessary to provide
something approaching that given by
the home cinema. If we assume that
the smallest size of picture which is
suitable, is, say, 8 in. by 8 in. and that
the maximum permissible picture
element size is about lir in. square, it
follows that we shall require a band
width of :-

(8 x16)2= 8,192 cycles per second
2

for one picture per second. Now,
since flicker is still slightly visible with
high brilliance even at 25 cycles per
second we cannot afford to drop below
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this frequency so that the band width
thus becomes :-

8,192 X 25 = 204.8 Kc.
In the opinion of many people even

25 pictures per second are insufficient,
while a picture of 128 lines (8 X 16)
is certainly not capable of giving as
good definition as a home cinema film,
therefore one cannot contend that these
aims are too high.

For these reasons, I consider that
Mr. Sagall's complaint that the B.B.C.'s
attitude needs defence, is quite un- ,

founded, for, if the B.B.C. were to
continue on the present basis no
" further progress in the direction of
supplying the public with good re-
ceivers " could possibly be envisaged.
This is no criticism of the B.B.C.'s
action in having provided 30 -line
transmission, for it is necessary to
learn to crawl before one tries to walk,
but, having learnt to walk it would
seem a pity that the B.B.C. should
continue to crawl at Mr. Sagall's
request.

I, also, " speaking with some measure
of intimate knowledge of the problems
involved " would say that a high -
definition transmission of much better
quality, more easily handled and con-
trolled by the recipient, and of almost
unlimited dramatic scope, could easily
be broadcast at a very early date.

With reference Sagall's
remarks on the Berlin Radio Exhibition
(August, 1933), I myself spent four
entire days there and I disagree with
the statements in his article on this
subject, except with regard to syn-
chronisation.

Good synchronisation was certainly
not demonstrated at the Exhibition but,
in fact, absolutely perfect synchronism has
been obtained in this country.

Dr. Skaupy's statement that " the
making of cathode-ray tubes, which
would preserve unvaried, over a long
period, their small gas contents, which
is essential for a sharp concentration
of a picture, is not at all easy, etc." is
not agreed with by the writer.

Mr. Sagall says that the Berlin
Exhibition showed that a 90 -line
mechanical device was superior in
definition to a 18o -line cathode-ray
tube. This statement is definitely mis-
leading, for Mr. Sagall is obviously
referring to a 90 -line mirror screw
receiver which was receiving only a
head, not even head and shoulders, and
had the advantage of a (spurious)
three-dimensional effect, due to the
fact that the image was seen directly
in a mirror ; while the cathode-ray
receivers were showing larger scope

(Continued on page 8o)
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Colvern `Ferrocart' Coils
 the better coils . . . specified for
 Standard Television Receiver

VE SUPPLY all
GENUINE "BAIRD" COMPONENTS
FOR CONSTRUCTING

THE NEW "BAIRD" TELEVISOR
AND ALL COMPONENTS SPECIFIED IN "TELEVISION "

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE

L. LEAMAN, 97 Northfield Av., W. Ealing, W.13
Phone-EALING 5394.

Also Agents for-PYE, COLUMBIA, ECKO and BUSH RADIO
(Member of The Television Society)

CLIX
Chassis Mounting
VALVEHOLDERS

7 -Pin

Floating Type.

3 7 -PIN,
2 5 -PIN.
1 4 -PIN.

Specified for the
STANDARD

Television Receiver
7.pin I/. ea. 5.pin 9d ea, 4.pin 8d ea.

Clix chosen because of their
acknowledged superiority.

LECTRO LINX LTD.
79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W I

Telephone; Victoria 3541.

Quality reception in tele-
vision depends entirely on the
quality of the components-
that is why the designers used
and specify Colvern Ferro -
cart Coils for the Standard
Television Receiver ! Ferro -
cart Coils are the finest coils
yet constructed-a triumph
of engineering precision. This
outstanding advancement in
coil construction has been
made possible only by years
of ceaseless research and
experiment.
For the Standard Television
Receiver, the types specified
are : Ferrocart types G.1 .S.,
G.2., G.II.S., and G.12.

Price Col- complete.

COLVERN, Ltd Romford,
Essex, Londcn Depot : 15u
King's Cross Road, W.C.1
Mad e under licence from the patentee

Hans Vogt.

30 LINE
( TE X KA X DE)

MIRROR SCREW
NOW AVAILABLE

PRICE £4 17 : 6 Post Free.

Also SPECIAL WHITE LINE LAMP
of very high intensity, specially designed for use with
Mirror Screws. Used with a 5 -watt power valve,gives
12 to 60 times the brilliance of a Peake Neon Lamp.

PRICE £1 : IS : 0 Post Free.
DESCRIPITIVE PAMPHLETS ON APPLICATION by post only from

RADIO RECONSTRUCTION Co. Ltd.
45 Conduit Street. London W.I.
Callers seen 4 to 7 p,m, Mondays to Fridays or by appointment only.

Advertisers like to know you saw it in "Television "
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Correspondence
(Continued from page 78)

pictures, at least one or two full-length
persons and often crowds of hundreds
of people. Even neglecting the ad-
vantages weighing heavily in favour of
the mechanical method, the definition
was only just appreciably better. When
one considers the difference in the band
width which the amplifiers were called
upon to handle, and the fact that the
cathode-ray system provided real en-
tertainment by the television of moving
films of out-of-doors scenes, etc., as
against a head only, no reasonable
individual will disagree that the state-
ment is most misleading.

I would suggest that much *ter
service will be done for the community
and for television in particular if all
30 -line developments are dropped so
soon as the broadcast transmission of
high -definition pictures commences.
To develop picture receivers for 30 -
line transmissions is now a waste of
time, and I am glad to hear that the
laboratory of Scophony Limited is
devoting some of its attention to
high -definition television.

0. S. PUC KLE (London, N.).

THE SPECIAL DISC RECEIVER.
SIR,

I am a schoolboy aged i 5 and this is
my first attempt at building a television
set, and, having built your special disc
receiver I think that you might be
interested to hear of my results. I
have built the receiver with the
specified parts and I am working the
neon lamp off your 1931 " Century
Super." I have also built a two valve
set of my own design on which to
receive the sound. The television
receiver has no synchroniser.

I usually set the motor running a
quarter of an hour before the pro-
gramme begins in order to allow it to
settle down to the correct speed.
The " Century Super " is tuned in on
the speaker to the National for vision
and the two-valver is tuned in to the
Midland Regional. The programme
begins. The output of the " Century
Super " is disconnected from the
speaker and connected to the neon
lamp. A series of pictures are seen
either floating up or down. The speed
is adjusted until the picture is steady.
Then very slowly the tuning condenser
is slightly altered until a clear image is
received. (It is usually distorted at
first.) There is hardly any " floating "
and I have had a steady clear picture for

sometimes seven or eight minutes
without having to readjust the speed
of the motor, and this without a
synchroniser.

I am well satisfied with my television
receiver and I can thoroughly recom-
mend it to anyone who is thinking of
building this excellent piece of work.

DENIS RIDGEWAY, (London, N.W.8.)

THE MIRROR SCREW
SIR,

In view of the interest now displayed
in a type of television receiver known
as the " mirror screw," we have to
formally announce that Scophony
patents cover the manufacture, sale and

an image in a plane distinctly separated
from the plane of the steps.

SCOPHONY LTD., (London, W.)

The Ediswan Thyratron
The mercury -vapour relay, or thyra-

tron, has a wide application to circuits
requiring a relay operated by potential
variations, and its use in photo -cell
circuits will no doubt be familiar to
our readers.

In addition, valves of this type are
utilised in the scanning circuits of the
cathode-ray tube when used as a tele-
vision viewer, and we have tried two
Ediswan MR./AC.i's in the double
time base circuit with complete success.

IN A LONDON TELEVISION- LABORATORY

The 90 or Ti zo-line film transmitter 'of the International Television Corporation showing
from right to left arc lamp housing, projector bead and drive, scanning disc and drive and

photo -cell with associated first amplifying stage.

use for television purposes of stepped
devices, which are reflecting, are lamin-
ated, have angular displacement of the
steps and are put into motion for the
purpose of scanning, and also arrange-
ments including such a device where
definition in the horizontal dimension
of the reproduced picture is due to the
steps of the device, and definition in
the vertical dimension is obtained from

A small subscription will

ensure the delivery of "Tele-

vison" regularly each month.

The valve is indirectly heated, con-
suming I.z amps. at 4 volts, and has a
control ratio of zo : one volt
bias on the grid raises the striking
potential of the anode zo volts above
the normal ionising potential of the
mercury vapour.

It should be remembered that in
mercury -vapour relays the impedance
of the valve when the discharge takes
place is very low, and it is essential to
insert a series resistance in the anode
circuit to prevent excessive current
flow on " striking."

Full instructions and suggested cir-
cuits are supplied with the tube which
is listed at 35S.

The makers are The Edison Swan
Electric Co., i55, Charing Cross Road.
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cpTALOcu
LE HINTS

40-'0."w3..coo
A PINHANDSN0

SET
CONSTRUCTOns

laude
LITTLEs,orisTHE

0,1E -HOW MUCH
IT ISTHE LITTLE

LESS -WHAT
WORLDS AWAY.

CHOSEN WITHOUT HESITATION
for the

STANDARD TELEVISION RECEIVER

poTENTiOMETERS

TRANSFORMERS

IllRESISTANCES

TO ALL READERS OF "TELEVISION"

Send for Your Copy to -day, to :

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.
76, OLDHALL ST., LIVERPOOL, 3.

LONDON : 40, BUCKINGHAM GATE, S.W.I

rc

IL

1 Potentiometer, wirewound ,

type P.185/M5., 5000 ohm._ 0/6
1 Potentiometer, type S.T.-

100 100,000 ohm. 6/6

1 Kit of 19 " B.A.T." (Best
after Test) Resistances, in
sealed package, at 10',d. ea. 115/712

MI Don't take chances. If you are anxious to secure Author's
results, steadfastly refuse all substitutes and insist on Claude Lyons

world-famous component parts. If you have any difficulty in

securing these parts, we will gladly supply, post and packing free,

on receipt of your remittance.

1111 We have been established since 1918. You take no risks in dealing

with such a pioneer firm. For nearly sixteen years we have been
known for the highest quality parts that money can purchase ; yet

our prices, because of the enormous demand, are strictly reasonable.

Get our new 48 -page two-colour Art Catalogue, which is chock-full
of authoritative circuits, and which is indispensable to all those really
interested in Television. Just mail us a postcard ; that's all.

GET.
jiigrr'THE BEST

Sound Sales

products also used
by leading

TELEVISION
companies and well-
known experi-
menters,

Write for
Leaflet "V"

FROM YOUR
MAINS

RELIABILITY-Sound Sales products have
proved themselves reliable under the most
severe of working conditions.

The designer of the " Standard Television
Receiver " intends that you shall secure the
finest possible results, hence his so/us speci-
fication of

SOUND SALES
L.F. Smoothing CHOKE
1.250 ohms at 25120 m/amps.

ype 1250Inductance 3o Hys. T
S.R.C.

Specified by

SOUND!-

the Experts

;SALES
ThANSFORMERS AND CHOKES

Tremlett Grove, Works Junction Road, N.19
Phone: Archway 1661-2

THE TELEVISION SOCIETY
Publication No. I. Now Ready l;-, post free.

SOME ASPECTS OF
TELEVISION RECEPTION

by

T. H. Bridgewater, Grad., I .E.E.,A .M .I.R.E.

An authoritative study of the theory

underlying successful television recep-
tion. This lecture was originally given
before the Society in March, 1933 and
is now reprinted so that it will reach

a larger audience.

Fully illustrated - - 37 diagrams

PRICE 1/- Post Free.
from The Editorial Secretary :

W. G. W. Mitchell, " Lynton ", Newbury;
Berkshire, England:

Reprinted from THE JOURNAL OF THE TELEVISION
SOCIETY, (published THREE times yearly)

When replying to advertisements, please mention " Television "
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ANINT
Using a Kerr
Cell with Disc Receiver

Is it possible to use a Kerr cell
or crater lamp in conjunction with
a disc receiver ?-D. R. (Brad-
ford).

Either will work, but their efficiency
compared with the flat -plate or ordinary
Osglim neon lamp is quite low. A
combined system of Kerr cell and disc
is at present being evolved, but no
details are available yet.

Effect of
Strong Signal

Sometimes, on a particularly
strong signal, the neon lamp of
my disc receiver is extinguished,
as also happens when the set is
oscillating. Can this trouble be
prevented ?-F. L. A. (London,
S .E.).

This phenomenon sometimes occurs,
but it can be prevented by applying a
greater voltage to the lamp.

Too Much
Contrast

I am receiving pictures quite
successfully, but there seems to
be too much contrast between
light and shade. Do you consider
that this is due to the conditions
under which the set is operated,
and if so is it possible to effect an
improvement ?-S. R. F. (Dork-
ing).

Pictures with too much contrast are
usually the result of too small a value
of current passing through the neon ;
the remedy is the addition of a little
extra voltage so that the lamp will glow
more brightly when no signals are
being received. A variable resistance
placed in series with the lamp is a useful
refinement (unless the lamp is directly
in the anode circuit). A suitable value
for this resistance is r,000 ohms, and it
should be adjusted by trial and error
until the best picture is obtained.

The Layout of a
Mirror -drum Receiver

I am designing a mirror -drum
receiver and propose allowing the
light beam, after emergence from
the Kerr cell, assembly to pass
under the drum. There is very
little space for shielding unless the

0 0 0 0
drum is raised, and I want to
avoid doing this. Is a shield
between the beam of light and the
mirrors of the drum necessary,
or shall I be in order in not fitting
one ?-R. B. A. (London, S.W.).

There is no necessity for a shield
providing that you take care that none
of the light falls directly on the mirrors.
The diameter of the emergent beam is
quite small, and a space of one and a
half to two inches should be ample.
Television from
Batteries

Is it practicable to operate a
television receiver from batteries,
as electric light is not installed in
my house ?-R. A. D. (Guildford).

Querist does not state what type of
reception he intends taking up and
what apparatus he intends using.
However, battery operation is quite
practicable using either the cathode-ray
system, or the disc or the mirror screw.
Battery operation in the case of cathode-
ray reception is in many respects
simpler and more convenient than
mains operation. Though a high value
of high tension is required, and current
is required, the current consumption is
negligible and the life of the batteries
is equal to their shelf life ; in other
words, the batteries will last as long
as they would if they were not used.
In the case of mechanical systems the
chief consideration is the current for
driving the motor, and this can be
obtained from an accumulator. High
tension current consumption is not
much in excess of that required for an

ANSWERS TO QUERIES
An expert service is available to assist

readers who experience difficulties in the
construction, operation and maintenance
of television apparatus or associated wire-
less receivers and amplifiers.

The following rules should be ob-
served :

Please write clearly giving all essential
particulars.

A stamped, addressed envelope and
also the coupon on the last page must
accompany all queries. Not more than
two questions should be sent at any time.

Reply will be made by post.
Queries should he addressed to the

Query Department, TELEVISION, 58-61,
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

ERZ'
ordinary wireless receiver. It may,
perhaps, be considered impracticable
to operate a receiver of the mirror -drum
type from batteries for an output of
approximately four watts is required
from the amplifier, in addition to the
current for driving the motor.

Direction of
Rotation

I know that it is usually stated
that the direction of rotation of the
scanning disc is anti -clockwise,
but does this mean when .viewed
from the front or back ?-B. M.
(Redhill).

The direction of rotation is anti-
clockwise when viewed from the front
-that is the normal position for seeing
the image which, of course, appears on
the right-hand side when receiving the
B.B.C. transmissions. To receive the
German transmissions, the viewing
aperture must be placed at the top
because of the horizontal scanning that
is employed.

Life of
Cathode-ray Tube

I am thinking of buying a
cathode ray equipment, but I have
been told that they are fragile and
do not last long.

The tube itself is just as robust as
any glass bottle of similar size.

The manufacturers state that the life
will not be less than Soo hours with a
moderate anode voltage, but the life is
reduced if the voltage is increased.
You should not leave the tube running
unnecessarily for long periods, and the
filament current should be as low as
possible consistent with good focus.
Zinc
Sulphide Crystals

I shall be glad if you will tell me
where I can obtain zinc sulphide
crystals for use in light modulation
-B.R. (Leeds).

Zinc sulphide is the natural ore of
zinc, usually termed blende. Supplies
can be obtained from Messrs. Johnson
& Sons, Hendon Way, Hendon,
London, N.W.4. Usually zinc sul-
phide crystals contain impurities which
render them unsuitable for television
purposes, this being a difficulty which
has precluded their use up to the
present.
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LEADING SET
DESIGNERS ALL SAY .

The

SPECIFIED
CONDENSERS

2-T.C.C. .0001 mfd., type 34 each 1

I T.C.C. .001 mfd., type 34 . 1

3-T.C.C. .1 mfd., type 65 ... each 1

2-T.C.C. I mfd., type 87 ... each 3
I-T.C.C. 1 mfd., type 65 ... 2
I-T.C.C. I mfd., type 87 - 3
3-T.C.C. 2 mfd., type 87 ... each 4
1-T.C.C. 2 mfd. electrolytic, type 561 3
I -T.C.C. 4 mfd., type 95 ... ... 12
I-T.C.C. 4 mfd., type 105 ... 16
1-T.C.C. 25 mfd. electrolytic, type

511 3

I-T.C.C. 2 mfd. centre tapped type,

- - - - - - 7 Usually the introduction of Automatic
AUTOMATIC I Volume Control necessitates complicated

VOLUME I alterations. But even delayed A.V.C.

I CONTROL I may be obtained in a simple manner with-I the Westector.
Used as a battery economiser, the West-

ector enables a large output to be ob- - - - - - - -/
tained from a battery set without using BATTERY 'special equipment, and is applicable to
any type of receiver. ECONOMY IWhen used as the second detector in a
Superheterodyne the Westector gives -

straight line rectification with distortion -
less detection, and it is almost impossible
to overload it.
A development of the permanent
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, the West-
ector retains all the qualities of long
life, reliability, etc.

You will want to know more about this useful component. A 3d. stamp
to Dept. T. will bring you a copy of our booklet "The All Metal Way, 1934."

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

HFG-
QUALITY I

I DETECTION I

_ _

. . that is why the

STANDARD
TELEVISION
RECEIVER uses

T.C.C.
ALL-BRITISH

CONDENSERS
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER Co. Ltd
WALES FARM ROAD, N. ACTON, W 2

c") 4505

PETO-SCOTT for
PILOT TELEVISION
STANDARD
TELEVISION

Described in this issue

RECEIVER
KIT "A." Author's Kit of first specified KIT -BITS £ s. d

Parts including Peto-Scott METAPLEX I Peto-Scott METAPLEX chassis 3 9
chassis, but less valves and cabinet. Cash or

I 5of valves as specified ... 15C.O.D., Carriage paid ... £15 2 6
Send only £3 2 6 deposit ; balance in 11 I Sound Sales L.F. choke ... 1 5 0
monthly payments of £1 4 0.

I Set of Colvern coils ... 2 11 6KIT " B." As for Kit " A " but including
set of specified valves. Cash or C.O.D., I Polar 4 -gang 1 10 9
Carriage paid ... £20 17 6

I 375 cycle peak L.F. Transformer 12Send only £6 7 6 deposit ; balance in 11
monthly payments of £1 9 0. I Varley Mains transformer ... 2 10

6

0

MIRROR SCREW
Described in last month's issue

KIT "A." Kit of parts for building, in-
cluding MIRRuR SCREW Kit, motor, etc.,
but less Neon lamp and cabinet. Cash or
C.O.D., Carriage paid £5 5 0

or 12 monthly payments of 9/9
£ s. d.

Peto-Scott MIRROR SCREW Kit 1 17 6
Peto-Scott Ball races and mounts

and spindle
Peto-Scott Universal motor ... 1 10 0
Peto-Scott Motor controlling resist-

Osglim Neon Lamp (flat plate type) 1 5 0
Peto-Scott Cabinet

DISC TELEVISION
Described in last month's issue

KIT " A." Comprises a complete Kit of
parts including Motor, Scanning Disc, and
wooden base complete with four legs, but
less Cover and Neon lamp. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage paid ... ... £4 11 6

or 12 monthly payments of 8/3
£ s. d.

I Peto-Scott Scanning... ...

I Peto-Scott " Universal " Motor 1 10 0
2 Peto-Scott Motor Resistances... 16 6
2 Peto-Scott Lenses ... ... 8 0
I Neon Lamp less Resistance ... 3 6
I Peto-Scott Cover, assembled, 1 15 0

IMPORTANT-Parts, Kits, Miscellaneous Components or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D.,
or H.P. on our own system of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote
you by return. Easy Terms on orders over £2. CASH or C.O.D. orders value over
10/- sent Carriage and Post Charges Paid. GREAT BRITAIN ONLY. H.P. Terms
are NOT available to IRISH or OVERSEAS Customers.

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. (Dept. T.2) 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON E.C.1.
West End Showrooms : 62, High Holborn, W.C.I.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 9406/7. Telephone : Holborn 3248.
Dear Sirs,-Please send me Cash/C.O.D./H.P. for which I enclose £
Cash/H.P./Deposit

Name
Address................. ...... . ........................ ....... ........ ........ . ...... ....... T.2/34

There is news in the " Television " advertisements
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" The Programmes in the North of
England
(Continued from page 52)

remarkably good at times and the
result of the first attempt was very
promising. The few friends, who
saw this test, were very impressed.

The second test was made at a village
called Leadgate in north west Durham.
This place is situated between 800 and
90o feet above sea level. The mains
supply was zzo volts so cycles. The
pantomime Cinderella was received and
the results were an improvement on the
previous test. The fading was not
so severe. Twice during the half hour
ghost pictures appeared above the
actual image.

The repeat performance of Cinderella
on the Wednesday night was received
much the same as previously with the
exception that ghost images were
more pronounced. In one instance
the ghost image became so strong that
the writer was uncertain as to whether
it would replace the previous image
completely. This state of affairs lasted
45 seconds and then the image dis-
appeared.

On Friday, December 29th, the
apparatus was moved to North Shields
in Northumberland. There was a

marked improvement in the pictures at
this place. Fading was still experienced
though not so severe in character.
The Midland Regional however, was
more difficult to obtain and faded very
badly. No ghost pictures appeared.
Doubtless this was due to atmospheric
conditions. The synchronising diffi-
culties were not so great as expected.
This was, no doubt, due to the efficiency
of the A.V.C.

The equipment was returned to
Leadgate for the January ist pro-
gramme. The best results were ob-
tained on this evening and were
pronounced as very entertaining.

For the amateur in the north, there
is every encouragement in the fact that
while the picture signal is strong
enough, little or no detail is lost
through the long distance reception.
Perhaps the alteration of wavelengths
will reduce the amount of heterodyne
interference giving added entertain-
ment value to the looker -in.

This was the first television demon-
stration that any of the audience who
viewed the tests had seen. One and
all were amazed that such clear pictures
were obtainable and were unanimous
in their opinion that television had
entertainment value.

The Ardenne Medium -voltage
Cathode-ray Tube

IN the latest von Ardenne cathode-
ray tube all the electrodes with the
exception of the plate are made of

non-magnetic material ; the plate is
slightly magnetized so as to reduce to
zero the deflection caused by the earth's
magnetic field. Platinum is now being
used as a support for the oxide ; the
heating current may vary by 5 per cent.
without affecting the results. The
fluorescent material is no longer de-
posited upon the glass bulb and viewed
from behind, but on a separate glass
surface 4 in. by 4 in. placed obliquely
with respect to the axis of the tube,
the image being observed from in
front.

A special committee to confer with
the Federal Radio Commission on
future broadcast facilities for television,
facsimile, etc., comprises Walter E.
Holland, of Philadelphia, chairman ;
J. A. Chambers, of Cincinnati, chair-
man of engineering for the National
Association of Broadcasters ; Ray H.
Manson, of Rochester, N.Y., and Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, of Camden, N. J.

2Imp?,:lard
Specifications.

for
Cheat
Television
Receiver"
described in Me

December number

of TELEVISION * SLIDING RESISTANCE

Special (5E30 ohms) Resistance Seradex Sliding resistance 150

mains A.C. or D.C. 4/11 use with above.
ohms 03 amps. fortapped, to suit any

*RESISTANCE NET

* POST THIS COUPON For
Seradex Components.

Name Address

full details of the

TREVOR PEPPER .575 MOSELEY RD. BIRMINGHAM I2

FeffiREE
Send a copy of
TELEVISION
to your friend

In order that anyone you know who
is interested in television but is not
yet a reader of the only publication
entirely devoted to this subject
-"TELEVISION," a complimentary
copy will be sent to him gratis and
post free, if you will kindly send
your request on a postcard, giving
both your own and yourfriend's address
and attach the special coupon below.

To the Publisher, "Television,"
58-61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

ATTACH THIS
 COUPON TO
111

YOUR POSTCARD
POPES

It helps us if you mention " Television "

TELEVISION

COUPON

1/2/34.
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Tilt LUCERNE
STRAIGHT

UR

The complete operation of the Lucerne Plan

which has recently come into force packs the

Broadcast stations all over Europe together

in a wavelength spectrum. " Wireless

Magazine " has, therefore, produced a set

described in the February issue, now on sale,

to overcome the difficulties which have now

arisen. As a four-valver gives the best pos-

sible reception under the Lucerne Plan.

Full constructional details, together with a
wiring plan, appear in the February issue.

Get your copy to -day and start building this

new receiver-The Lucerne Straight Four.

SOME OF THE CONTENTS OF
WIRELESS MAGAZINE, February

FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR.
The Emigrator.
Wireless'Jobs Made Easy for Mr. Everyman.
Reports on Famous " W.M." Sets.
The " W.M." 1934 Straight Three.

TECHNICAL FEATURES.
Valves to Use in Your Set.
Designing Your Own D.C. Set.
We Test Before You Buy.
Quality from the Modern Loud -Speaker.
Principles of Set Designing.
Improvements in Cathode -Ray Tubes.
Television Apparatus for the Amateur.

GENERAL ARTICLES.
Guide to the World's Broadcasters.
World's Broadcast Wavelengths.
Radio City through British Eyes.
Radio and War.
Radio Medley.
The Birth of a Wave Plan.
Plan de Lucerne.
Musical Interval Signals.
Radio Ljubjana.
70 m.p.h. Broadcasting.
Broadcasts from the South Pole.
Droitwich-Britain's New High Power Station.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
FEBRUARY

On Sale Everywhere To -day - Price 1/ -

Mention of " Television " will ensure prompt attention
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"The Standard Television Receiver"
(Continued from page 55)

comes to drill large holes therein, for
the mounting of components, etc. I
have used, instead, a chassis con-
structed of the new metallised wood
which, although it acts excellently as a
screening material, is quite easy to
work.

The wiring and layout of compo-
nents should be quite easily followed
from the various photographs of the
set, and in order to avoid high -fre-
quency instability you are strongly
advised to keep as near as possible to
the layout of the original set.

The components on the high -
frequency and detector side of the set
are necessarily rather cramped in order
to keep all essential anode and grid
leads short. But with the layout
shown no undesirable interaction has
been noticed.

The controls are quite straight-
forward and are three in number.
Looking from the front of the set, the
centre knob is the tuning knob which
varies the four -gang condenser ; that
on the right is the volume control
which controls the bias to the variable -
mu valve, and the knob on the left of
the set is the combined wavechange
and on -off switch.

For operation as a television receiver
the wavechange knob should be set to
medium waves and the set should be
tuned to the London National pro-
gramme. The four tuned circuits
should now be ganged up in the normal
manner on this station. Ganging
should be quite easy on this set, as the
only station which really matters is the
London National, and provided that
the four circuits are accurately matched
on this station no further trouble need
be taken.

THE CONSTRUCTORS' CIRCLE
Additional Members

S. G. HART, Station Road, Stansted,
Essex. 

G. HAMPSON, 115, Fishponds Road,
Upper Tooting, S.W.17.

H. C. SANDFORD, 71, Church Street,
Stoke Newington, N.I6.

N. J. SHERIFF, 12, Waldegrave Road,
Ealing, W.5.

L. JOHNSTON, " Ferndell," Poplar
Street, Romford, Essex.

J. M. HURRY, 18, Kincardine Road,
Crieff, Perthshire, Scotland.

C. BLATHERWICK, zo, The Drive,
Roundhay, Leeds, 8.

R. GLOVER, 6o, Denton's Green Lane,
St. Helens, Lancs.

G. B. NEALE, 18, Vainor Road, Hills-
borough, Sheffield, 6.

F. SHAW, 43, Bold Street, Southport.
J. F. MCLEOD, to, Brodie Street,

Bainsford, Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
S. G. BUTTON, 17, Park St, Guildford.
D. CARTER, " Mid Oaks," Ingram

Avenue, N. W. u.
A. Ross CANDLISH, 22, Townsend

Place, Kirkcaldy, N.B.
M FLETCHER, 98, Regent Street,

Leamington Spa.
E. J. STANTON, 45a, Schubert Road,

East Putney, S.W.15.
M. BURGESS, 14, Bridgen Street,

Prestonville, Brighton, Sussex.
A. SHELTON, 8, Windsor Terrace,

Scarcroft Road, Yorks.
J. R. WALTON, " May House," Long -

port Road, Longport, Staffs.
J. H. TOLSON, " Border Esk," Lang -

holm, Dumfriesshire.

W. F. COTTON, 59, Sydney Road, West
Ealing, W.13.

P. INGLEBY, 36, Earnsdale Avenue,
Darwen Lancs.

J. PORTER, " Radio," 93, Sidbury,
Worcester.

W. JONES, 336, Queens Drive, Walton,
Liverpool, 4.

J. COTTHAM, 56, Lincoln Street, Mile
End.

E. S. MAYNARD, 29, Fishergate Hill,
Preston, Lancs.

A. W. BOWELL, 321, Iffiey Road,
Oxford.

F. E. GAY, 17, Quarry Hill, Grays,
Essex.

G. C. IssErr, "Heather View," Streetly
Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield.

L. J. BRISTOW, Thorney, Peterboro.
N. HUNTER, 156, Durham Street, Hull.
F. J. GALVIN, 3, Lynsted Road, Knotty

Ash, Liverpool, 14.
A. BRADSHAW, 1, Ratcliffe Street,

Belfast, Northern Ireland.
E. BATES, "Donna," Willaston, Wirral,

Cheshire.
H. JACKSON, jr., Radio Dealer, Holm -

brook, Cumberland.
E. M. BEARDWOOD, 35, Marsh Lane,

New Mills, nr. Stockport.
W. H. THOMAS, 10, Collenna. Road,

Tonyrefail.
S. NICHOLLS, 117, Dudley Road,

Wolverhampton.
H. E. REYNOLDS, 34, College Gardens,

Edmonton, London, Non.18.
W. POTTER, 3, Garendon Road, Shep-

shed, Nr. Loughborough.

C. M. KING, 3o, Bedford Street,
Hitchin, Herts.

H. WILSON, " The Beeches," Weaver-
thorpe, Malton.

H. SMITH, 9, Moncrieffe Street, Walsall,
Staffs.

R. J. CROME, 78, Tressillian Road,
Brockley, S.E.4.

F. MARWOOD, " Darragh," Blake Road,
Gt. Yarmouth.

B. C. J. ADAMS, 25, Mawson Road,
Cambridge.

G. C. CLARK, 53, Drayton Gardens,
West Drayton, Middlesex.

W. ADAMS, " Lindley," Ryeworth
Road, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham.

L. GR. VAN DYCK, Chaussee de Turn-
hout, 412, (Borgerhout), Anvers.

W. H. JoN-Es, 6, Maple Terrace,
Llandrindod Wells, Rads.

JAKOB KAASIK, Pikk 41, Nomme,
Esthonie.

T. D. DAVIDSON, c/o Russell, 81,
Dollar Avenue, Falkirk.

J. WHYTE, 8, Grays Hill, Bangor,
Ireland.

(Continued on next page)

THE CONSTRUCTORS'
CIRCLE

Application for Membership

To be filled in and sent with a
stamped envelope for reply to the
Editor, " Television," 58-61, Fetter
Lane, London, E.C.4.

(t) I already subscribe to your
journal at the address below.

(z) I have placed a regular order
for TELEVISION with my
booksellers, Messrs

*

and desire to be enrolled as a
member of the TELEVISION
" Constructors' Circle."

Please send
free of charge to

Name (in block letters)

membership badge

Address

Date

*Strike out lines not applicable.
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H. WArrERsoN, jr., 12, Eaton Street,
Mapperley, Nottingham.

J. SUMNER, 51, Sandringham Road,
Waterloo, Liverpool, zz.

J. KELLY, 16, Offerton Avenue, Derby.
A. CROUCHER, I t, Queens Way, Nacton

Estate, Ipswich, Suffolk.
J. H. WILLIS, The Nant, Pen-y-ffordd,

Chester.
E. W. G. SAINTY, 23, Albert Road,

Witham, Essex.
B. CLIFF, 78, Skidmore Avenue, Wol-

verhampton.
R. HOUGHTON, 9, Highfield Square,

Liverpool, 13.
L. R. BOWEN, Pendinas, Caersws, Mont.
F. WILLIAMS, 35, Church Street, King -

ton, Herefordshire.
E. PATTERSON, 83, Chief Street, Crumlin

Road, Belfast.

The Institute of Wireless
Technology (Incorporated)
Those professionally engaged in

television engineering or research will
doubtless be interested to learn that
provision will again be made by the
Council of the Institute of Wireless
Technology for such people to take a
paper on Television in the Associate -
ship Examination as an alternative to
the second paper on Wireless Tech-
nology. Those taking the Associate
Membership Examination will, of
course, have the option of taking, in
Part z of the Examination, subject
(o) Television and Allied Engineering.
Two papers.

The increasing importance of tele-
vision has not been lost sight of by

TELEVISION APPARATUS
BLUEPRINTS

When ordering, please send Postal Order,
NOT STAMPS. Quote the blueprint
number shown below, not the number of
the issue.

s. d.
A.W.4oi Simpic Television re-

ceiver o
A.W.4o5 Exciter unit 6

A.W.4o7 Horizontal time base unit 6
A.W.4o8 Television amplifier .. x 6
A.W.4o9 Vertical time base unit 6
A.W.4 x 8 The " A.W." special disc

receiver I o
Television time bases
unit 6

Power supply unit for
time bases .. o

T.' Mirror -Screw Receiver .. I o
Copies of TELEVISION, Wireless Magazine,
and of Amateur Wireless containing descrip-
tions of these sets can be obtained at Is. 3d.
and 4d. respectively, post free. Index
letters, T., A.W. and W.M. refer to TELE-
VISION, Amateur Wireless and Wireless
Magazine respectively. Address letters :

Television Blueprints Dept.
56.61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

WM343

W.M.346

MICROLODE MATCHING
FOR PERFECT BALANCE

Seventeen ratios for power or pen-
tode valves, and four for Class B,
Q.P.P., or push pull on the one
speaker. Accurate adjustment of
load impedance by the simple setting
of a switch. By introducing this
unique feature W.B. engineers make
possible an accuracy of adjustment
which must improve performance.

Nearly every leading technician has signified wholehearted approval
of this new and extraordinarily efficient range of speakers. Users
everywhere write in enthusiastic terms of the improvement a
" Microlode " has brought to their sets.
Since last autumn Microlode speakers have been specified as first
or sole choice in practically every published constructor receiver.
Hear one on your set to -day. You will be amazed at its performance.

30% stronger than a good cobalt steel
magnet of equal weight. The crisp
attack, excellent sensitivity, and sur-
prising freedom from resonance are
directly due to the unique properties of
this exclusive W.B. magnetic system.

PM6 32/6 PM2A - 79/6
PM4A 42/ PM I A 120/

GREATER SENSITIVITY
Write now for new folder.
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd.,
Dept. T. Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland : Radiovision Ltd., 233 St. Vincent

St. Glasgow, C.2.
Sole Agents in I.F.S. : Kelly and Shiel, Ltd., 47, Fleet St .,

Dublin.

the London and Home Counties Sec-
tion of the Institute, and on January
31st a lecture on the subject was given
by H. J. Barton Chapple, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E. In February a paper will
be read on a different aspect of tele-
vision.

In case anyone is not familiar with
the Institute, it may be well to state
that the Institute holds examinations
in all branches of wireless technology
yearly in June in various parts of the
country and overseas.

The Institute of Wireless Technology
is a professional institution. Two of
its main objects are : (t) To promote

the general advancement of, and to
facilitate the exchange of, information
and ideas on wireless technology,
which term shall be deemed to mean
and include the science, practice and
engineering of wireless telegraphy and
all kindred subjects and their applica-
tions. (z) To maintain the status of
the profession of persons engaged in
wireless technology and to set up a
high standard of scientific and practical
efficiency. Interested persons may
obtain information respecting the ex-
aminations and membership from the
Honorary Secretary at 4, Vernon Place,
Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.
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Television for the 1V ewcomer
PERCY HARRIS reviews the possibilities for the amateur experimenter

THE gratifying reception given by
the public to the first number of
the new series of TELEVISION

shows very distinctly that many
wireless enthusiasts who have hitherto
confined their experiments to sound
broadcast alone, are now turning their
attention to visual reception.

I do not propose in this article to
give you any constructional suggestions
or assistance-that is admirably done
in other articles-but I would like with
your permission to give a few general
hints and suggestions because I see so
many experimenters following the path
which I know to be a wrong one. This
applies as much to sound as to visual
reception but here naturally, I only
want to deal with the latter aspect.

The chief danger which faces the new
experimenter in television is the blind
acceptance of the dicta of so-called
" experts." It is a strange fact in all
sciences that anything new, anything
novel, anything out of the way is
immediately met by opposition, dis-
belief and discredit. Denials, on the
other hand, or alleged explanations
why certain new things cannot be, are
accepted at once without question or
investigation, by the very people who
are so clamorous in their opposition
to the new thing.

If you realise it at the beginning of
your experiments it will not only save
you a good deal of trouble, but will
give you greater confidence in what
you are doing and will prevent your-- ,

being misled into thinking that your
ideas must necessarily be wrong,
because they are not shared by, say,
some noted laboratory. One of the
greatest tragedies in science is that
even earlier than Hertz, Professor
Hughes of carbon microphone fame
was actually dissuaded from proceeding
with experiments in which he thought
he had detected the presence of wireless
waves, because scientific friends con-
vinced him that he must be mistaken.

Progress on the
Ultra -short Waves

At the present time television is
making great progress on very short
waves. Special receiving apparatus is
necessary for these wavelengths, but
the technique is by no means as difficult
as many people try to make out. It
seems to be generally accepted that
these ultra -short waves have a carrying
power which is infinitely less than that
of the longer wireless waves, their
range being to all intents and purposes,
limited by the horizon. Being strictly
analagous to light waves they are
stopped by such obstacles as hills,
high buildings and the like. At least,
that is what most " experts " say.

Now this is, quite probably, all
nonsense. It is all the more likely
to be so because similar statements
have been made before, in other
branches of the art, and repeated at
once by all the so-called experts who

Television has become a subject of world-wide interest and this journal
circulates in all parts of the world. If you are unable to obtain your
copy locally we will dispatch it regularly each month after receipt of this
form and remittance.

MESSRS. BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD.,
58-61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

" TELEVISION "
SUBSCRIPTION FORM.

Starting with the issue dated
Period months.

Remittance to the value of enclosed herewith.

Name

Address

Date

TeleviE ion " is published on the last Wednesday of each month, bearing date of the
month fo.lo vying.
Subscription Rates : Great Britain and Abroad 13/6d. for twelve months, post free ;
6/9d. for six months, post free ; 3/6d. for three months, post free.
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are always willing to believe everything
which implies limitation and nothing
which indicates progress.

I could give plenty of examples
where the amateur has beaten the
expert on his own ground. I was very
amused, therefore, to observe the
immediate general acceptance of the
idea that ultra -short waves will not
carry, and already this theory is
breaking down. Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose
and Mr. J. F. McPetrie, B.Sc., of the
National Physical Laboratory have
recently issued a paper on ultra -short
radio waves which quotes several cases
of transmission of these ultra -short
waves beyond the distances thought
possible, theoretically. Marconi, for
example, using wavelengths of 5o
centimetres obtained a range of 168
miles, whereas the range obtainable on
the assumption that these short waves
are not bent round the earth was only
107 miles. Again, the Radio Corpora-
tion of America, exploring the possi-
bilities of providing radio telephone
communication between certain islands
in the Hawaiian group used a wave-
length of 7 metres and found the actual
ranges obtained were considerably in
excess of those given by the optical or
rectilinear path. In one case, according
to the optical path theory the range
would have been 134 miles whereas,
actually 190 was obtained.

And, by the way, just to keep you
thinking, are you quite sure that all
of the current theories about definition
in television are correct ?

The Baird Crystal Palace
Transmissions

It is understood that the Baird Com-
pany have been carrying out experi-
ments with the object of improving the
quality and range of the short-wave
television transmissions. Regular
transmissions are expected to start
again almost immediately. The fol-
lowing are particulars of the trans-
missions which were made regularly
during the months of October and
November, 1933.

Vision transmitter : Wavelength,
6.15 metres ; power, 500 watts.

Sound transmitter : Wavelength, 6.1
metres ; power, 500 watts.

No. of lines on the vision trans-
mitter : 3o, 6o and izo.

No. of pictures per second : zy
Picture shape : 4 horizontal by 3

vertical.
Scanning : Horizontal (except in the

case of a 3o -line transmission, which is
vertical).
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Miscellaneous Ac vertisements
Readers who wish to sell, exchange

or purchase apparatus will find this
column a very successful means of
disposing of their surplus gear, or
obtaining new apparatus at bargain
prices.

ORIGINAL Pressler Cathode Ray Tubes, Cells,
Crater Lamps, as reviewed in " Television," are a ail -
able from the sole British representative, EUGEN J.
FORBAT, 28-29, Southampton Street, Strand, W C.2.
Temple Bar 86o8.

TELEVISION WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL.
Disc Receivers, Amplifiers and Kits, from 30/- each.
" Television " and " Amateur Wireless " guaranteed
first specified kits complete. Lowest prices. Lists free.
-" Melforad," 5, Queen's Place, Hove (Trade sup-
plied).

ELECTRIC MOTORS used double -ended, fully
guaranteed, 19/9. Wide range new motors. Slide
resistance, 7/6 ; speed indicator, x/- ; scanning disc,
12/6 ; beehive neon, 3/8 ; synchroniser tooth wheels,
3/6 ; best, 4/9 ; poles, 4/- ; Pole holders, 4/- ; coils,
5/ir per pair; yoke, 3/6. Disc receiver constructor,
illustrated, r/6. Mirror receiver constructor, 111.
Mirror drums, nicols, lenses, etc., in illustrated lists
free, notes rd.-Ancel Gine Television Co., 16, High -
bury Terrace, Nr. Highbury Station.

A. MATHISEN, B.Sc., patent agent specialist in
obtaining patents for television and, radio inventions.
Working drawings, circuit diagrams prepared for sub-
mission to manufacturers. Exploitation advice.

-Preliminary interview free.-First Avenue House, High
Holbom, London, Holborn 895o.

A. DOSSETT, commercial artist and draughtsman
for all technical diagrams, illustrations and layouts.-
High Holborn House, 52, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Holborn 8638.

BAIRD TELEVISOR. Disc model complete, 3 neon
lamps, £6. " Mervyn " mirror drum (unadjusted), Lr.
-W. Smith, 308, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood ;
'phone Battersea 5712.

SPECIFIED " POPULAR DISC " OR MIRROR
SCREW. Kits from 5o/-.. Illustrated Television
handbook, r/-. Send for List.-Bennett Television,
Redstone Copse, Redhill, Surrey.

H. E. SANDERS
&CO:

Specialise in all apparatus
for Scanning Disc and Mirror
Drum Projection Systems.
New Type Mirror Drum with

Spherical, Carriers one screw on
fixing ZiL L V

qq
Crater Point Lamp 3o m/a I2 10 0
Motor Double Spindle with Ball

Bearings for 6 volt battery, 11 16 0by post
Mirror Screw Kit of Parts, Flat

Plate Neons, Nicol Prisms, an
Synchronisers, ZoL 10 0

Call and let us explain Technical Details
Handbook

"Easy Lessons in Television " 2/. post free

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST

H. E. SANDERS & Co.
4 Grays Inn Road, W.C.I

Telephone : Chancery 8778

KINDRAG synchroniser outfit, 24/6. Outfit for,
single -ended motors, r8/6. Hynductance coils, 4/- pair.
Nicol prisms, 15/6 each.-M. Kingstone & Company,
372, Essex Road, London, N.I.

PATENTS-Trade Marks, " Advice Handbook "
free.-B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146a, Queen
Victoria Street, London.

USED £2121- Drum Kit. Ball carriers. Assembled,
3o/-.-137, Desborough Avenue, Wycombe.

The Miraco Kit Set
We are informed that arrangements

have been made for the Miraco Kits to
be supplied by The Mervyn Sound &
Vision Co., Ltd., in the future instead
of being obtainable from Grafton
Radio, Ltd., as heretofore.

Two models will be available, one
using a crater lamp of high intensity
with standard Miraco radio receiver,
at Lzi, and an improved Kerr cell light
modulator model giving large pictures
at £27 Los. A radio receiver kit will
also be available for use with existing
apparatus.

AT YOUR SERVICE

10

WEBB'S*
TELEVISION EXPERTS
41, CARR'S -LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

EAST LONDON COLLEGE
(University of London).

Electrical Engineering Department.

A COURSE OF NINE LECTURES ON CATHODE
RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS, by Prof. J. T. MacGregor -
Morris, M.I.E.E., Prof. G. I. Finch, M.B.E. (Imperial
College), and Mr. L. H. Bedford, will be delivered on
Mondays at 5.3o p.m., commencing January 22nd; 2934.
The Chair will be taken at the first lecture by

SIR HERBERT JACKSON, K.B.E., F.R.S.

1st lecture on Cathode Rays and their use in Electrical
Engineering, by Prof. J. T. MacGregor -Morris.

End -6th on Low Voltage Oscillographs, by Mr. L. H.
Bedford.

6th -9th on High Voltage Oscil ographs, by Prof. G. I.
Finch.

ADMISSION FREE WITHOUT TICKET.

-Nearest Stations :-Stepney Green, Mile End
(Dist. Rly.), Coborn Road (L.N.E.R.).
Buses :-roa, 25, 26, 96a, rooa, 125 and 126.
Trams :-6x and 63 pass the College.

EAST LONDON COLLEGE, MILE END RD., Ea

Mention of " Television " will ensure prompt attention

'PHONE
20825.

The charge for advertisements in these
columns is 12 words or less 2/-, and gd. for
every additional word. All advertisements
must be accompanied by remittance. Cheques
and Postal Orders should be made payable to
Bernard Jones Publications Ltd., and crossed,
and should reach this office not later than the
15th of the month previous to date of issue.
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or Complete
Receiver Kits.
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TELEVISION
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Telephone : 720

For All Television
Radio Supplies

W. H. AXWORTHY & CO.
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TELEVISION & RADIO
STOCKISTS

BANNISTER & FITTON
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PURVEYORS OP

ELECTRIC LAMPS

BY APPOINTMENT

CATHODE RAY
OSCILLOGRAPHS

with the improved
Fluorescent Screen

Exciter Unit. Prices on application.

C045wAt4
RAY Tu

Ediswan Ray Tube
Price £6. 6. o.

MANUFACTURE.
& PURVEYORS OF

ELECTRIC LAMPS
BY APPOINTMENT

for

TELEVISION
AND RADIO RESEARCH
The Ediswan Cathode Ray Oscillograph is of the
"sealed off" type and possesses a number of unique
refinements. Full particulars of this tube and of
suitable circuits for its use as a T.:levision viewer,
or in research work, will be supplied on re guest.

We invite enquiries for
Mercury Vapour Rectifiers.

* Grid controlled discharge tubes for time bases.
* High Vacuum Diodes.
* Transmitting Valves, low and medium powers.

EDISINAN
RADIO VALVES
THE EDISON SWAN rLECTR'C CO.
LTD., 155, CHARING CROSS ROAD,

W.C.2
(2oT`
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